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. This thesis introduces a computer-oriented systera for 
forecasting Manpower Requirements in a manufa'cturing group. 
Included is a critical analysis of the system as it was· 
applied in several actual manufacturing situations • 
• 
The first phase deals with the design and development of 
the system. In contrast to many previously developed 
systems in this area, it is designed to be functional at 
the actual production level. It is to be used by a first 
line supervisor, in Maison with the Industrial Engineer, 
to determine the number of employees req1-lired in a specific 
manufacturing group. The design consists of developing a 
mathematical model in detail for the manpo1ver requirement 
calculations. This model is then computer-oriented to 
maximize speed and accuracy when used by management. The 
.. 
computerized model is then applied to actual industrial 
· situati'ons • 
. , The second phase is concerned with a statistical analysis 
.. -,,\ . '--· . .... -· 
--
of the mathematical n1odel and the associated ma.nui1 acturing 
variables as they had been used to forecast Manpower 
Require1ne~ts in several manufacturing groups. This 
includes an appraisal of. the relative,importance of each of 






































an evaluation of the reliability and validity of the 
forecasting system. The statistical analysis also serves 
to suggest areas for future conslderation. 
J- \ 
\ Upon completion or· thie foregoing phases of development and 
industrial applications of the forecasting system, it 
appeared that the use of the system in those industrial 
l' 
applications 1,..ras an effective method for planning and 
controlling the manufacturing groups. That is, the results 
of the industrial applications of the system for forecasting 
~lanpotver Requirements revealed that the system functioned 
well in providing to management, in advance, an accurate 
forecast of the values of manufacturing variables and the 
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The subject of this thesis - Forecasting Manpower Require-
~ents - is one of the most basic responsibilities of 
management. 
The basic problem facing any enterprise tends to be 
one of allocating some scarce resources (men, 
machines or materials) to some desired outnuts. On 
.. the 1e,1el of production a.cti vi ties, this problem 
tends to be solved in industry by such methods as( 
the graphical techniques developed by Henry Gantt.(l) 
These techntques ope~ate on a trial and error format and 
'\ 
sometimes lead to erroneous conclusions. In all cases 
they are somewhat slow in feedback for managerial control. 
Controlling the number of employees on any pr·oduction 
operation greatly affects the manufacturing results from 
that operation. It has a significant bearing on the 
following: (1) whether.the shop will meet schedules, 
(2) what level of efficiency will be attained, (3) the 
amount of inventory that will be on hand and (4) ntuneroua 
other important manufacturing results. All results can 
be adversely affected ir the required.number of personnel 
cannot be accurately determined before a production 
operation begins. 
(1) Bo1'1111an and Fetter, Analysis f'o:r: Production I4anagement., Revised Ed. 1961, Richard D~ I~in, Inc., Honewood, Ill. 






















To function effectively in manpower control, it would be 
advantageous to examine a pertinent facet of the 
industrial complex in which the control is to be achieved. 
There are two basic types .o;r p_rqduction: (1) manu-facture to stock and (2) job-order production. In 
manufacture to stock, production schedules based on 
sales estimates may be prepared.in advanceo In job-
order production, production schedules must await 
confir111ation 01· Ctlstome1~rs ordero Personnel 
schedules 1nust be delayed, ilor t·Jorlrers carmot be hired to pi.,o_duce things for t~1hich orders have not 
been received o In the si tue.tion of n1anufacturing to 
stocl{ 9 dete.iled personr1el plan11ing 9@ begin upon 
receipt of the production scheduleol2J 
In either case 111anpot,1e1.., control is i111portant, and the delay 
imposed in a job-order production shop does not eliminate 
the need for planning manpower requirements. The situation 
encountered in the industrial experiment 11hich follows was 
of the manufacture to stock type production shop. The 
production schedule based on sales forecasts was directed 
· to the manufacturing organizations by the Production 
Control Department. 
. In developing an effective means to accomplish manpower 
· ·control, it would be good to consider the essentials of 
effective control of employees. To control numbers of 
employees one must first establish objectives. There must 
be a target or objective in order to have purpose and 
direction to control. 


























. What is the target or goal in the case ot manpower control? 
From a n1anufacturing standpoint it would represent the 
number of employees who ~,ill produce no more or less than 
the required amount of product (1) when operating at an 
expected efficiency and quality level and (2) when process 
,, 
performance is consistent with expected capabilities. 
Inherent in the means for controlling employees is planning 
( in adva.Y1ce} what they are to produce and at what effi-
ciency and quality level they are to produce it. 
Essentially this is "Planning the Manpower to Match the 
Program". There are a definite number of hours in the 
program, and plans must be made in advance to meet these 
hours. Fewer hours would cause back schedules or premium 
labor payments for overtime. Too many hours may result in 
lowered e:fficiency, overproduction or buil.dup in inventory. 
To determine the number of hours in the program one must 
first forecast all the ma11uf acturing va1,iables that tvill 
be encountered in meeting that program. For example, the 
levels of efficiency, shrinkage, repairs, etc. must be 
forecasted prior to determining manpower requirements. 
Even after forecasts are made for each variable, changes 
which affect the number of employees required occur often. 
There£ore, a system that is fast in updating the ~visions 
.... , ·., 
,.;, 
~ ........ _. ____________ ,.,_~ ' .. ;., 
.. 
6 
to the input variables without impairment·to the accuracy 
"°"·V' 
of the outputr\f*rom that system should ··be used. 
Operational control systems are the most adapatble 
to compu_t,·erization and represent the rr1ost advanced 
use of computerso Operational cont~ol systems 
have all the cl1aracteri\s tics 1·1hich 1nake computer use 
possible; many inte1')acting variables i1it;h a high 
·degree of accuracy ~d a need to process the data 
rapidly so that prop'~r)corrective action may be 
taken, if necessary.l3 
Therefore, electronic computer methods may provide the 
desired accuracy, speed and detail when calculating 
Manpower Requirements for a production operation based 





~onkel, Paul E., "Management Information Systems Can 
Be Compi.:tterized, 11 Computer and Data P-rocessing, 
June, 1964. 
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OBJECT OF THESIS 
The ultimate purpose of this thesis is to develop and 
'·/ 
evaluate - through the analysis of several industrial 
applications - a computer-oriented system for forecasting 
Manpower Requirements in a manufacturing group. 
More specifically, a mathematical model which will attempt 
to include most of the important factors that should be 
considered when calcu·1a ting the number of employees 
-required in a manufacturing group will be designed and 
developed. The factors, or manufacturing variables, 
associated with the model will be defined, and the 
relative importance of each manufacturing variable to the 
forecasting system wlll be considered. Accurate estimates 
" 
of _the values of the manufacturing variables are an 
important part in achieving realistic forecasts of 
~ Manpower Requirements. Therefore, considerable analyses 
will be made on each of the manufacturing variables used 
in the rnodel. 
The model and the associated rnanuf acturing var~iables will 
be used to forecast rJlanpot.Jer Requirements on several 
production ,operations in the semi-conductor industry. 
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reliability and validity of the forecasting system. 
This evaluation will be made by comparing the number of 
employees used in each manufacturing group to the number 
or employees which had been forecasted as required for 
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Definition and Determination of Manufacturing Variables 
In order to develop a method for forecasiing Manpower 
Requirements on a production operation, one must first 
_, define all the manufe.cturing variables wh·ich are encoun-~ ;. 
tered in the performance of those operations. After 
defining the manufacturing variables, the actual value of 
each variable must be determined. Analyzing the histor-
ical data requires greater effort in getting the 
manufacturing variable~ set up for the first analysis of 
a production operation than is subsequently need to 
maintain the job on a continuing basis. 
Following are the manufacturing variables that will be 
used later in a mathematical model developed for the 
calculation of }1an~ower Requiren1ents. List l under each 
manufacturing va1·iable defines its meaning. List 2 
describes hoi·J the value of each manufact11ring va:t1'iable 
can be derived in an actual industrial situation. 
Prosram Requirements 
· 1. The types and quantities of product to be 
.. 
produced in the fiscal period. Quantities 
are adjusted for" any back-schedules or 
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2. The quantities required for each product 
in each period are obtained from staff 
departments, ioeo the Production Control 
or ~Ierchandising Organizations o Tl1is 
manufacturing var·iable may vary n1ore than 
. any othe11 variable. For each set of program 
requirements a manpower analysis should be 
madeo 
Good Stock Rate (BHrs/c) 
1. Production hours required to manufacture 
one hundred good units to stock for each 
type or producto 
2. Use labor standards or cost bulletin 
standards fo1') the series of operations to 
be performedo Standards are to represent 
the amount of direct, productive effort 
required to pr,oduce each product at an 
operating efficiency of 100%. 
Shrinka~~ Rate 
The additional hours required due to shrink-
age losses incurred during the manufacture 
of one l1undred good units to stock o 
2. Calculate the total Shrinkage Hours as a 
percentage of total Good Stock Hours for 
each type of producto This is done by 
analyzing past production records, then 





The additional hours required for repairs, 
retest or reqork of any production unit to 
manuf 0.cture one hundred good units to stock. 
· 2. Calculate the Total· Supplement Hours as a 
percentage of total Good Stock Hours for 
each type of producto This is done by 
analyzing production records over past 
periods, then forecasting changes in those 





















1. The additional hours required foF other miscellaneous work which may occur during the manufacture of 100 good units to stock. 
2. Calculate the total Miscellaneous Hours as a percentage of Good Stock Hours for each type of producto This is done by analyzing past production records, then forecasting 
any changes in those percentages where 
situations 1,.1a.rrant. 
External Requi~ements 
Layout-Machine Setter Allowance 1. The hours required for external, non-prodttctive effor•t such as set-up, machine repairs, material handling, operator in-
struction., conference with supervisors, etc. 
Process Checkin5 Allo,-rance 1. The hours required for ext-ernal., non-
~-.:· productive effort such as process inspec-\ tion and process testing performed at pre-\,.. deter111:i.ned intervals during the 
manufacturing process. 





1. TEe hours required for external, non-productive effort incurred i-1hen employee 
changes from job to job v1ithin a group of operationso This additional erfort includes: au Possible reduction in 
efficiency due to job changes within producing groupo be Recording quantities produced and hours spent on performance 
recordso 
Fore~oing External Allowances 
· • c·alcula te the total hours required for each type of effort as a percentage of the total productive hou1~s (Good Stoel{ plus Junk plus Supplen1er1t) o Tl1.is is done by analyzing past produc·tion 1~ecords., then forecasting 






























·Environmental Rate (SI-800) 
1. .The hours per working day required for 
maintaining proper housekeeping conditions. 
2. Available as a labor standard or a cost 
bulletin standard. 
in Period 
--irhe numoer of available working days in 
the fisca.l period( s) for i·1hich Manpower 
Requireraents are to be calculatedo 
2. Calculate the number of regular working 
days available in the period(s). 
Deywork Rate 
1. The percentage of the working day which is 
not included in the productive category. 
2. Calculate the total hours for the production 
group t-lhich 1:rere charged to Dayt1orlr as a 
percentage of the tot al hours 1r101~ked for 
the groupo This is done by analyzing 
production records over past periods, then 
forecasting anticipated changes as situations 
"i warrant. 
Absentee Rate 
1. The percentage allowance for tardiness, 
sickness, personal,. etc •• 
2. Calculate the total hours for the production 
. group which were charged to Absent as a 
percentage of the total hours vrorlred for 
the groupo This is done by analyzing pro-
duction records over past periods, then 
for1ecasti11g anticip eted chltnges as 
i situations 1-1arran t • 
Etticienc:y ,/,"· 
1. The actual 01~; forecasted levels of efficiency 
·~ 
on the operation(s) for ivhicl1 Ivianpov1er · 
Requirements are to be calculatedo 
2. Available through the an.alysis of past 
p·roduction records on the operations •. 















(Sat. 0 .T.) 
The percentage of additional production 
time availe.ble by expending regular 
.· e. 
,' :-I·. 
WO rking hOtlrS e 
2. Calculate the percentage by dividing 
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Development of the Mathematical Model 
To forecast Manpower Requirements for a production 
I/ 
operation one must determine (1) the total production 
', 
hours required to perform that operation and ( 2); the 
hours available per employee for production effort in 
each period. 
Both of these values can be determined by incorporating 
the manufacturing variables defined on the preceding pages 
into a mathematical equation. In tl1is manner- r.1anpo~1er 
Requirements can be dete~ned as follows: 
-.. ·, 
., 
A. D}rect Requirements 
Base Employees= (Q x BHrs c)(l.O+A+B+C) 
D .O-E-F G 
Where: Base Employees is the number of' direct 
employees required. Numerator (above) is 
the total direct hours required. 
Q is Production Quantity 
BHrs/c is Good Stock Rate 
A is S~rinl{age Rate (%) 
Bis Supplement Rate(%) 
C is Other Rate (%) 
Denominator (above) is the total hours 
available per period per employee for 
direct production effort. 
·- :.... . 















\ (%) ·I E is Dayi-1o·r1r Rate 
F • Absentee Rate (%) l.S •I 
G is Efficiency (%) 
H is Overtime (%) 
External Requirements 
Layout-}1achine Setters - Base Employees x~,1-__ _ 
-
Process Checkers - Base Employees X J 
Small Lot Requirements Base Employees xK -
-
DxL Environmental Requirements - D(ecr,;·o-E-FnTGT -
Where: I is Layout-Machine Setter Allowance (%) 
J is Prbcess Checking Allowance (%) 
K is Small Lot Allo1.'1ance (%) 
L is Environmental Rate (%) 
Total Requirements 
The foregoing equations i'or Direct Requirements and 
External Requirernents can be co1nbined into one 
mathematical calculation for Total Manpower . 
Requirements as follows: 
This mathematical model can be used in differen~ types or 
industrial applications. That is, Manpoi"1er Requirements 
can be calculated for 1 (l) a single production operation, 






















" (2) a series of production operations within a production 
group, (3) an .entire production group or (4) more than one 
production group. \vb.en the model is used for a single 
production operation., a capacity analysis is also obtained 
if there j_s one operator for each machine performing the 
operation under analysis. 
The model is designed to be used for short term and long 
term I-1anpo1-1er planning. Different values will probably be 
used for the manufacturing variables due to anticipated 
improvements to manufacturing conditions over longer 
periods of time. For exmnple, shrinl!age losses should be 
reduced, efficiency levels should be increased, etc • 






















Detailed Example of the Mathematical Model 
Following is a simp1ified manual application of the 
mathematical model to be used to dete1~ine Manpower 
Requirements. ": 
Assume the following manufacturing data has been 
obtained through analysis of production records 
.~ ...... - .~ ....... , ..... , .... ·-···· 








Layout-I-Iachine Setter Allowance Process Checlring Allowance 
Small-Lot Jtllo1·:ance 









l Hr./Working Day 
10% . 
5% 0% 
Further, assume the following program requirements 
are received from ·the Production Control Department: 
432A Diode - 10,000 units to be stocked in December. 
Example: 
I. Cal~ulate Direct Hours Required: 
A. Good Stock Hours = 10,000 units x _2.5 BHrs/c = 250 Hrs. 
B. Junlc Hours = • 40 x 250 
C. Supplementary H·ours r= .10 x 2.50 
',e. . -----
'I 
D. Other Hours= 0 x 250 
Total Productive Hours 
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18 .,.., .. 
II. Calculate External Hours Requi~ 
\ ' 
375 37.5 Hrs. A. Layout-:r.1achine Setter Hours = .10 x -
B. Prress Checking Hours = .0.5 ~ 375 - 18.8 Hrs. 
r~ 
•, 
c. Sma1i Lot Hours= .02 x 375 - 7 .5 Hrs. -
. 
.D. Environmental Hours l Hr./day x 23 days 23.0 Hrs. - -- -
III. Calculate Productive Hours Available per Employee: 
A. Workdays in period= 23 
B. Hours/Day Available for Production= 8{100%-DW%-Abs%) 
= 8(100%-5%-10%) 
= 6.8 
c. Hour.a/period/employee= 23 x 6.8 = 156.4 
IV. Calculate Manpower Requirements at 105% Efficiency: 
A Em 1 315 Hours = 2.28 Emp. • Base P oyees = 155.4 x 1.05 
B. External Employees: 
l. Layout-Machine Setters =igz:a x ·i.o5 - .23 Emp. -
2. p Ch k - 18.8 - .11 Emp. rocesa ec ers - 156 •4 x l.05 -
3. Small Lot 
= 15~:a X 1.0$ - .05 Emp. . -
4. Environmental - 23.0 - .14 Emp. l$6.ij: X 1.05 -
Tptal Employees Required 2.81 Emp. 
....... .,.:. 























An alternate approach ·to, calculate Total Employee 
Requirements, without a breakdown according to type 
of employee, can be used with the equation on page 1.5: 
~~~~irements = (QxBHI's/c ),( 1.0+A+B,+C) ( l .O+I +.J+K) +( DxL) 
(D) (8(1.0-E-F)) (G) (l.O+H) 
__ (10000 X 2.5'100)(1.0+ Oo+l0%)(1.0+10%+51+2()+(2 xl 
- (23) (e(l.O - lOo -5~~))(105%(l001o+01o) 








































To incorporate accuracy and speed in updating the manu-
facturing variables, the fo~egoing technique ror 
./ 
calculating Manpower Requirements was converted into a 
·.1 
computerized system. The initial steps in the design of 
the system were to determine (1) the amo~t or detail 
desired from the calculations and (2) the format of the 
computer printout of that detail. That is·., a categorical 
breakdown of the Direct Manpower Requirements and the 
External ~Ianpotver Requirernents for each product item in 
the manufacturing operation, plus Total I11Ianpower 
Reql1ire1nents for all product items in the manufacturing 
't . 
l 
operation ( Appendix A) • 1 
The next step in the design of the system was the develop-
ment of the key-punched card fields ( Appendix B ). This 
card design provided the mechanical means by which all the 
manufacturing data lvas supplied to the computer. The 
card design was developed as sl1,otin in order to minimize 
,, 
the quantity of cards that must be key-punched as the 
input data varies. For example., if production quan·ti ties 
vary, only the cards in Deck 4 section or the input data 
deck must be changed. After the card field design was 
completed., forms were developed on 1-rhich to i-1ri te the 
\. 
manuracturing input data for transfer to key-punched cards 
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A Computer Program was developed to (1) transfer the 
manufacturing data to, the memory. ·of the computer, 
( 2 ). direct the compu tar to perform the . required 
calculations and (3) direct the computer to print out the 
information in the desired format ( Appendix D - Flow 
Chart of Computer Program) ( Appendix E - Source 
Program Listing). 
· The Computer Program was developed using a problem-
Cloriented prograrrnning language called Automath (Fortran II),~ 
~ Y-
The Program is used in conjunction i-ri th the Honey-1v'ell 
Automath 400 Compiler and the Auto1nath 400 111onitor. The 
Program requires three magnetic tape drives, one for the 
Compiler and two to store the manufacturing input data 
prior to performing the calculations. 
Before conducting a Manpower Requirements analysis in this 
computerized system, the keypunched cards containing all 
the manufacturing data must be ordered in a definite 
manner. This sequence of card orientation is important 
since the Computer Program was developed using a definite 
proc~dure for transferring the manufacturing data to 
magnetic tapes. In Appendix Fis, a schematic of the card 
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Industrial Applications of System 
T~e computer-oriented system was used to forecast Manpower 
Requirements in four manuf'acturing groups in the Western 
'1 
Electric Company. On the rollowing page is the computer 
printout of the fo1~ecast for one manufacturing group. In 
Appendix A are the forecasts for all other manufacturing 
groups. Following each Forecasted Printout is another 
computer runoff of the Actual number of employees used in 
each manufacturing group in each fiscal period for which 
• Manpower Requirement forecast had been made. In the 
Actual printout all tl1e values for the manufacturing 
variables were entered as they were actually encountered 
during the fiscal period. 
Forecasts \-rere made for more than one fiscal period in two 
manufacturing groups. Folloi>Jing are the names of each 
manufacturing group in the industrial applications and the 
fiscal period for which the fore.cast was made: 
- October (lQ) Groun 25 - Thermistors • 
- October (10) ,G·roup 5 - Glot-1 Lamps :, 
Group 5 - Glo,-1 Lamps - Noven1ber ( 11) 
Group 71 - Alloy Transistors-~~-~ - October (10) 
Group 71 - Alloy Transistors - November (11) 
. Group 6 - l~iniatures · and Ca:rriers - October (10) 
l /"· 
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PRc•ChG SM•LT C,!MER 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 
0.01 0.01 0,00 
c.cc o.oo o.oo 
o.c? 0.04 ~.oo 
0.04 0.02 o.oo 
o.C'2 o.c1 n.oo 
0.13 c.01 c.oc, 
o.3e 0.21 o.oo 
0.01 o.oc n.o.o 
C.35 0.20 O.C'O 
c.01 0.04 o.oo 
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N~PeE~ c~ E~~LCYEE~ RECCIRE~ 
!A~E 
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0.17 c.c1 c.oo o.oo o.oo 0.10 o.1e. 2.52 0.1c; C.0"7 0.04 o.oo 2.92 2.35 
1.42 0.11 C.04 o.e2 o.oo 1.58 1.32 0.1s C,06 0.02 0,01 .O,IJO ~.84 o.,o 
4.74 0.37 0.12 o.c1 o.oo 5.30 4.42 
14.6! 1.12 o.3e o.z.z ~.oo 16.33 13.o: 
0.2s 
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o.oz 0.01 c.oo o.on 0.21! 0.2~ 1 1 ,- ! 7 0.86 c.z9 0.11 o.oo 12.~9 · 10.4! 1. SC· ~.14 c.05 o.o3 o.oo 2.02 1.6e ~ 0.03 c.oo o.oo a.co ~.o~ o.o,. 0.03 38.C2 2.93 0.99 0.57 O.'lO 42.51 3~.42 
PL~! sr-eoc 1.32 1.32 
----- -----
.·., 
-36.74. • TCTAL !~CLl-Ctl\C: !I-SOC 43.93 
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25 
To conduct these forecasts, production records for each 
marrufacturing group were analyzed in detail. Discussions 
were held with the production supervisors in each of the .. 
manufacturing groups. A considerable amount of data for 
the manufacturing variables tvas available through the 
Labor Standard system. Eacl1 product code listed on· 'the 
computer printout represents an semi-conductor device 
\. 
manufactured to stock. Whenever possible the shrinkag~ 
end supplementary percentages were developed ror each 
product code in the manufacturing group. If this was not 
t ' 
feasible, as in most cases, an average percentage 
allowance was used for each product code in the manu-
facturing group. The n1anufacturing variable of absentee 
percentage v1as used as 5;f in both the for·ecast and actual 
analysis. The value of this variable was not available ror 
l 
each manufacturing group in the industrial application. 
Therefore, an average percentage for all mar1u.fa.cturing 
groups t·Jas used. Any va.riation due to inaccu1-.iacy in 
forecasting absentee percentage can therefore not be 
evaluated in tuis experiment. 
Rererring to the printout further, the Base F.mployee 
category included personnel of the same labor code 
classifice.tion. That is., these pe1"'sonnel had the necessary 



















production operation to .. another within the production 
group without impairing the average efficiency of the 
group. 
The categories for the External Employees included 
personnel of different labor code classifications. In 
this manner, manpower requirements are obtained according 
to 1 abor skills. 
The forecasts were made approximately two months before 




















Manuta-cturing Variable Analysis 
From examination or Appendix A one can realize that the 
forecasted Manpower Requirements are somewhat different 
than the Actual number of employees used in each manu- · 
facturing group. The following analysis examines the 
causes for the differences. To do this, the values for 
the manufacturing variables that -v1ere originally used to 
develop the Forecast (input of forecast) were compared 
with the values of the manufacturing variables as actually 
encountered in tl1e mar1uf ac turing group · ( input of actual) • 
Differences between the forecasted values and the actual 
values of the manufacturing variables eXi;isted in most of 
the ~anufacturing groups where the forecasting system had 
been applied (see Appendix A). Therefore, an appraisal. 
or the relative iropo1,,tance to the overall forecasting 
system of each of the manufacturing variables was made. 
This appraisal·was made by substituting separately the 
Actual valtle for each n1a11uf acturing vai")iable into the 
forecasted manpower analysis, and using the original 
' 
torecasted values for the other manufact11ring variables 
- in each of the manu.facturing g'roups. In this manner, new 
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on the new set or "Forecasted Manufacturing Variables". 
Appendix G contains the computer printouts of the new 
"Forecasted Manpower Requirements" for each substitution 
that was made for each manufacturing variable used in 
Group. 25 - Thermistors. 
For examp.le ~ if the Actual Efficiency of 109. 8~h instead 
of the Forecasted Efriciency of 107.0% had been used when 
the forecast was originally developed in Group 25, the 
forecasted Total i"lanpol..ier Requirements would have been 
43.13 employees instead of 44-. 26. Thus, the 2 .8% 
absolute difference between the forecasted and actual 
value for Erficiency had a 2.6% relativ.e effect on the 
forece.sted Total 1"1anpower Requirements. Since this type 
of analysis was continued on all the manufacturing 
variables in all of the manufacturing groups \·There the 
forecasting system had been applied, the manufacturing 
variables which caused the largest difference between the 
forecasted !·1Ianpo1~Je11 Requirernents and the Actual number of 
employees used in the manufacturing group were isolated 
' 
( see Appendix G - Sununary for each manufacturing group). 
As a result of the preceding analysis of the input manu-
facturing data used to develop the foreca.sts i~or the 




































. variable - Quantity :- caused the largest inaccuracy to 
the forece.sted I1anpoi1er Requirements. Inaccurate fore-
casting of this manu~acturing vru.~iabl~ caused an average 
inaccuracy of 8. 6% to the Total Manpot-Jer Requirements 
( see Appendix H - Individual Factor Ana~y~is ). 
. ,• 
That is, if all values for all the other manufacturing 
variables could have been f·orecasted exactly in all 
production groups, the forecasted Manpower Requirements 
would have differed from the Actual number of en1ployees 
used in the manufacturing group by an average of 8.6~b oi~/,/ 
the for·ecasted lvla.npov-1er Requirements. The next largest 
difference bet1-1een the forecasted requi1~en1ents and the 
actual employees used in the manufacturing group was the 
result of inaccurate forecasti11g of the value of the 
manufacturing variable - Overtin1e ( Sat O. T. ) • Inaccurate 
forecasting of the value of this manufacturing variable 
resulted in an average difference of ? • .5% between the 
forecasted Manpower Requirements and the Actual number of 
f! 
employe~es used in the manufacturing group ( see Appendix H ) • 
The di£ference.s caus-ed by both of these manufacturing 
variables - Quantity and Overtime - could be due to 
inadequate. adjustments by the prodt:tction Stlpervision to 
'I .,., • ' ' '. 
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group. That is, instead or increasing or decreasing the 
number of employees in the manufacturing group in 
acc<;rrd£u1ce 1.-1ith the number of employees stated on the 
fo{ecasted Manpower Requirement printout, the supervisor' 
chose to overproduce or underproduce, or work more or 
less overtime. The differences between the forecasted 
data and the actual data caused by inaccurate forecasting 
of the values of these two ntanuf e..cturing variables are 
sizeable and should be reduced if more accurate fore-
casting of ?·'lanpower Requirements is desired. 
The author does not attempt to determine which is the 
correct number of employees for the manufacturing group -
the Forecast or the Actual' - in relation to good 
' 
management of the man-µ..f'acturing group. Instead, it is 
advised that the forecasted Manpower Requirements be updated 
continuously to reflect the most recent values of the 
manufacturing variables. In the preceding paragraph it 
was suggested that the supervision of the n1anufacturing 
groups 111ay l1ave made decisions not reflected in the fore-
casted Manpower Requirements { i.e. work more or less 
overtime than that forecasted). The author does not 
take issue with the fact that this may ~e the better 
action under certain circmnstances, rather than hiring 
additional employees for a short duration. However, to 
·I 
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effectively uti11ze the proposed system for forecasting 
Manpower Requiren1ents, the value:rs··of all the manu-
facturing variables should be updated to reflect both the 
capabilities o:f the manuf'acturing processed and 
supervisory judgement. Only in this manner will the 
forecasting procedure rerlect the most accurate plans for 
the £uture manufacturing periods. 
l:"t"'•'· ···- .... " ••.. _)""••~., 
There is a residual or "interaction II effect listed on the 
summary sheet in Appendix H. This residual is ·obtained\ 
when the sum of the individual differences between the 
forecasted data and the actual data for each manufacturing 
variable is subtracted from the total difference between 
the Forecasted and Actual analysis where all the values 
of the manufactu~ring variables are as actually encountered 
in the manuf;acturing group. For example, in Group 25 -
October, 1964 ( see Appendix G - page 87 ) the stUTl of the 
individual difrerences between the forecasted data and 
the actual data was 7.92 employees, whereas the total 
difference between Fore1casted data and Actual data 
' 
encountered when using the forecasting system was 7.52 
employees. This efrect reveals that the inaccuracy of 
' the overall forecasting system is not the sum of the 1 • 
. , 
inaccuracies 01· forecasting each n1anuf acturins vai")iable 






















higher inaccuracies would be encountered when fore-
casting Manpower Requirements using the system developed 
herein. 
. ') 
The foregoing analysis evaluated the importance of the 
accuracy of eacl:1 1nanufactu11ing variable to the overall 
accuracy of the forecasting syst;e1n usi11g the data which 
.. 
was obtained when the system was used in several industrial 
applications. Following is an appraisal of the effect to 
the forecasted data of inaccuracies in the manufacturing 
variables in general. This effect will be evaluated in 
terms of the change in manpower requirements which would 
occur if an inaccurate value of a manuf·acturing variable 
is used in developing the forecast. 
Repeated below is the basic equation for the calculation 
of Total 1~1anpower Requirements on page 1.5: 
Total 
Requirements 
Note: The calculation f~or Environrnent al Hours ( DxL) 
will be excluded in the subsequent ·analysis 
due to its sn1all significance in the 
manufacturing group. 
An examination of the preceding equation reveals that a 
1% inaccuracy in the estimated value for any of the 
tollo,dng manufacturing variables would produce a 1% 
' ! ·,"' 
,• 
'f 
.. ,~~1_,, ,. -} 
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inaccuracy in the Total Manpower Requirsnents: 




-3· D - Working Days ) 
4. G - Efficiency 
5. H - Overtime 
The percentage inaccuracy to Total Manpower Requirements 
.. 
due to a 1% inaccuracy in forecasting any of the o'bher 
manufacturing variables in the numerator of the preceding 
,, equation can be d_etermined by dividing that particular» 
manufacturing variable by the sum of all the manufacturing 
variables in the same term. For example, ass1lltle the 
following data applies to a manufacturing group: 
A Shrinkage percent - 50fb - -
B Supplement percent - 20% 
- - I 
C Other percent - 10% 
- -
Therefore a 1% inaccuracy in forecasting the Shrinkage 
Percentage would result in a . 285t inaccuracy to Total 
Manpower Requirements. 
A 50% 
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E - Dayirork percent -
-
5% F -·Absent-percent -
Therefore a 1% inaccuracy in i·orecasting the Daywork 
Percentage would result . ' in a .12% inaccuracy to 
Total Manpower Requirements. 
E 
l :o-E-F 
The foregoing procedure can be used to dete:rmine the 
relative importance of each manufacturing variable to the 
overall forecast in any manufacturing group. If thi~s type 
of analysis is conducted before the forecast is made, one 
can determine which manufacturing variables demand the 
. largest degree of accuracy in order to maximize the 











Statistical Analysis or Forecasted vs. Actual Data 
Following is a statistical analysis of the industrial 
applications of the system for forecasting Manpower 
Requirements. This analysis included a critical 
statistical review of the forecasted Manpower Requirements 
in each manufacturing group as compared to the Actual num-
ber of employees used in each production group. All 
analyses were conducted on three "populations 11 within each 
production group. T11ey were as follows: ( l) Base 
Employees, (2) Total Employees and (3) Base Employees per 
1000 units of production. The reason for dividing the 
production group into these populations is that only 
certain manufacturing variables affect the 11 Base Employee 
population". Therefore, in the statistical analysis of 
the Base Ernploy~e population, one can isolate those 
variables independent of the other manufacturing 
variables (i.e. External Requirements), which will be 
analyzed vrhen testing the populatio11 of Total Einployees. 
1 
The popul.ation o.f Base Employees per 1000 units of 
production 1-1as analyzed in order to s e·parate any 
· .... at'~. 
differences due to inaccuracy in forecasting production 
quantities. (This manufacturing variable was the source 
of largest difference between forecasted requirements and 
actual employees in the group as shown in the preceding 




















The i'irst step in the statistical ,investigation was to 
determine whether the variance of tl1e forecasted 
Manpo1,-1er Requiremf4nts and the variance of the Actual 
employees for each production group were sufficiently 
·"~ 
al'ike to v1arrant an assumption that they are independent 
estimates of the same population.(4) Thus, the 
significance of the difference between the variances was 
tested by the Variance Ratio Test ( F-test ) • The Level 
of Significance used was 5%. The Null Hypothesis was -
There is no significant difference between the variance 
of the forecasted }lanpower Requirements and the vari·ance 
of the Actual employees in the production group. The 
Alternative I-Iypothesis · 1,1as that there is a significant 
difference between the variances. 
The results of the F-test for each population within eacb 
production group are tabulated in Appendix I. Based on 
these results it appears that in most cases the }Jull 
Hypothesis cannot be rejected. That is, the variances of 
\ 
) 
the forecasted data and the variances of the actual data · ·· 
in the industrial application of the forecasting system 
are alilce to assume they are estimates of the same 
population variance. 
_, _____ _.._.a•~~ n -- :MW• - #a!J 
(4) Bowlter., A oH G, and Lieberman, G. J., ''Engineering 
Statistics," Englewood Cliffs, N .J., Prentice-Hall., 
1959. 
'•~, .. , .. , .. " 


































Two or the three cases where there was a significant 
I 
d1f£erence between the • of the forecasted data and variance 
the variance of the actual data occurred when testing the 
populations - Base :&aployees/1000 units of production • 
Actually., this ivas a population added by the author to 
analyze more extensively the data collected from the 
industrial applications. The. population in itself had no 
bearing on the accuracy of the forecasting system. 
,l_: 
The next statistical investigation was conducted using the 
student t-test.(5) This invesiga~ion co~sisted of 
determining ·.r1hether or not ther·e was a significant d.ifference 
between the Forecasted nur11ber of ernployees and t·he Actual 
number of employees used in each 1nanuf acturing group for 
the period of' the forecast. The assumption stated in the 
Null riypothesis i'1'as that there i-1as no significant di1lference. 
· This was tested ag'ainst the Alter11ative Hypot:r1esis, which 
was that there may be a dit'ference between the forecasted 
and actual data due to the inability to accurately fore-
cast the values 0£ the manuf'acturing variables. This was 
a two-sided alternative hypothesis in that the Actual 
number of employees used in the manufacturing group could 
have been more or less than the Forecasted number ot 
employees o The Level of Significance tias 5%. 
-------..-lliliw _l,4@,4b# ..c:;;::; C:JL+-cR - -ca _ ~ 
(5) Davies, Ovre11. Le, nDesigr1 a11d Analysis .. of Industrial 
Experiments, 11 Haf'ner Publishing Co., N.Y., 1956. 
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In most of the cases there was no significant difference: 
between the mean value of the Forecasted data and the 
mean value of the Actual data when tested at the 5~b level' 
of significance. Therefore, in appraisipg the system for 
forecasting Ii1anpoi-1er Heqt1.irements it is pertine11.t to 
determine at what level of significance there would have 
been a significant difference between the mean values. 
The results of that investigation are shown in the colmnn -
Approx. Prob. Level - in Appendix J. Also shown in that 
section are the tabulated results of the t-test for each 
population in each production group. 
In 2 out of 18 cases there was a significant difference 
between the mean value of the Fore casted data and the mean 
value of the Actual data. In both cases the population 
"Base Ern.ployees/1000 units of production 11 1.-1as being tested -
using the t-test. It is important to remember that this 
is similar to the results obtained on page 37 where 
' ; 





This population was added by the author to 
gain a possible advantage in condu.cting tl1.e foregoing 
,, 
statistical analysis by removing the eff'ects of the 
inaccuracy in forecast.ing the manufacturing variable of, 
Quantity •. At the time this populatior1 had been introduced• 












































the greatest variation between the Forecasted and Actual tf 
datao (see pages 2S - 29) However, it was discovered 
that with the removal of the effects or this manufacturing 
variable., Quantity, there would exist a greater difference 
between the Forecasted and Actual data. 
The above point is particularly informative, and it 
appears further that the i.naccurate forecasting of the 
manufacturing variable, Quantity, in the industrial 
applications of the forecasting system actually reduced 
the inaccuracies which might have been encountered in the 
use of the forecasting system. That is., Quantity seems to 
have "com1tered 11 some of tr1e inaccuracies in forecasting 
the values of the other manuracturing variables, thereby 
-:, 
lending greater validity to the overall forecasted data. 
For instar1ce., on page 96 in Appendix G, if the effect of 
the manufacturing variable of Quantity was removed from 
the forecasted data, the difference between the fore-
casted and actual data i-1ould be 17 .05 employees instead , . • • . ,
of the 11.69 employees actually encountered. 
In Appendix K is a tabulated summary of the 95% confi-
dence interval of the mean /difference between the 
Forecasted and Actual numbers of employees used for each 
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e, 
limits of the confidence intervals are expressed 1n 
percentage varie_tion to the forecasted data., as ivell as 
in terms of number of employees, in order to more 
usefully state the variation that could possibly exist, 
' . 
based on the experimental results, between the Forecasted 
and Actual numbers of employees. The data was developed 
using the Student•s t-distributLon. When using small 
samples, as in this analysis, this distribution should 
be used to calculate the confidence interval instead of 
the Normal Distribution.( 6 ) 
Examination of the tabulated results of the foregoing 
analysis reveal~d that in most cases the spread of the 
confidence interval of the mean difference exceeds that 
which may be tolerable in forecasting }Ianpoi,rer Require-
ments. A confidence interval of 10% variation between 
the forecast and actual data may be realistic; but, as 
s-hown in Appendix K, this percentage 1-1as exceeded in every 
population. Therefore, based on the results of this 
analysis of the individual manuf'acturing groups only, it 
appears the forecasting system developed herein will fail 
sometimes to accurately predict the associated manu.-
tacturing variables and therefore incor.,re·ctly forecast 
the number of employees r~quired. This is an interesting 
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observation when considering the previous analysis on 
page 3ti which showed there was no statistical difference 
at the 5% level of significance between the rorecasted 
data and the actual data. However, due to the data 
... 
obtained from the industrial applications, the spread 
of the 95% confidence interval of the mean difference for 
each manuracturing group is larger than that which would 
guarantee an accurate forecasting system in .all 
applications. 
Now that a statistical investigation was conducted on 
each population within each production group and the 
results stated, the next area of investigation was to 
combine and analyze all the date for the four manuf ac-
turing groups in the industrial experiment. In 
Appendix L are th,e results 01~ the t-test., the confidence 
interval calculations and the level at wl1ich there would 
be a significant difference in the means for the combined 
data. 
The results ot this analysis are particularly informative 
when compared to the previous results obtained when 
analyzing each manufacturing group separately. That is, 
none of the populations analyzed by the t-test here 
reve.aled a signii1 icant difference between the mean value 
-l 
I ' 
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ot the forecasted data and the mean value of the actual 
data. This ~esult is similar to the result of the 
,/ 
t-test in the separate man{u,acturing groups. However, 
when the data for all the manu1·acturing groups is com-
bined, the 95% confidence interval of the mean difference 
of the forecasted and actual data is considerably 
narrower. In almost every case ( see Appendix L) the 
range, within which 95% of the differences between the 
Forecasted data and the Actual data occur, is narrow enough, 
in the opinion of the author, to warrant the use of the 
system 1~or manpoi-,er planning purposes. That is, the 
Actual number or employees in the manufacturing group 
does not deviate more than 10~~ from the forecasted 
Manpovrer Requirements in· 95 out of 100 cases. It is 
further e1npl1asized that 107-G is the outer limit of this 
confid~nce interval, and in most cases the accuracy is 
consider~bly better than this level implies. 
The results of another statistical examination of the 
data ,collected ,in the industrial applications of the 
forecas~ing systern are tabulated in Appendix I~I. The 
percentages in colurru1 "E( f~)" are expressed as a 
pe1~centaGe variation of the forecasted l1anpowel,') 
Requirements. Colwnn "E( ernp o)" in tl1e table ca11 be 
defined as follows: there· is a 51~ cl1.ance that the true 










































difference between the Forecasted data and the Actual 
data is as great as th.is nu.mber. · ft.n alternate statement 
or similar context can be stated as follows: there is 
95% confidence that the true difference between the ., 
Forecasted data and the Actual data is less than this 
value. 
As in ·calculating the confidence intervals, it appears 
from the above analysis that only the combined data for 
all the 111anuf'acturing groups gives the degree of confi-
dence in all cases that is desired wh·en forecasting 
Manpower Requiren1ents. This is not to say that; . .rorecasts 
· t;or ·the individual manufacturing groups are completely 
. ·-invalid, instead this analysis tells us that in some 
cases the difference between the forecasted data another 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
. \ 
The industrial applications of the system for f~recasting 
Manpower R'equirements developed herein have demonstrated 
that: 
,l· 
1. The manufacturing variables of Quantity· and Overtime 
had the larg~st effect on the inaccuracy of the 
forecasting system. The forecasted values for 
these variables differed from that which was 
actually encountered by an average of 8.6% for 
Quantity and 7.5% for Overtime. The inability to 
accurately estimate the values of these manufac-
turing caused the srune relative inaccuracy, i.e • 
8.6% and 7.5% respectively, to the forecasted 
Manpower Requirements in the industrial applica-
r 
tions. These rather large percentage differences 
between the forecas ted Manpower Require1nents and 
the Actual nun1ber of e111ployees used in the manu-
facturing group may have been due t~9 the fact that 
the estimated values of the manufacturing variables 
used in the industrial applications were made two 
months in advance of the actual production 
'operatio11s. If upda·ting of the values of all the 
manufacturing variables to reflect most recent 



















into the forecasting system, the accuracy of the 
system should be son1e1.-1hat increasedo IJianagement 
will have a realistic picture, in advance, of 
what to expect during the performance of the i 
productions operations only if the values of the 
manufacturing variables reflect the most accurate 
·estimates available. 
2. Even though the values of the manufacturing 
variables were not updated in the industrial 
applications, there was still no statistically 
significant difference between the forecasted 
Manpo,1er Requirements and the Actual number of 
employees used in the manufacturing group for the 
period of the forecast. It appeared that in using 
this forecasting system in the industrial applica-
tions, the estimates of the values of the variables 
were accurate enough to obtain a valid forecast of 
the Manpower Requirements. There£ore, the indus-
trial applications of the forecasting system were 
useful to management because the forecasted data 
,::. 
reflected a realistic picture of what to expect 
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3. A residual or "interaction" effect was encountered ...... . 
when analyzing the data obtained from the industrial 
applica.tions of the forecasting systern. This erfect 
revealed that the inaccuracy of the overall fore-
casting system was less th'an the sum of the 
.• 
',, 





manufacturing variable~ used in developing the 
forecast. The1.,efore, it appea.red t..hat the effects 
to the forecastiI1B system of inaccurate forecasting 
of the values of the manufacturing variables were 
not independent. In fact, the accuracy or the 
forecasting procedure was improved when all the 
manufacturing variables are combined into one 
mathematical model. .. 
For example, the inaccurate forecasting of the values 
of the manufacturing variable of Q,uanti ty did not 
hinder the accuracy of the forecasting procedure in 
the industrial applications. In fact, the inability 
to forecast exactly the production quan~ities 
"countered" some of the inaccuracies 'Which existed 
- ..,.\ 
in forecasting the values of the other rn.anuf acturing 
v~riables., thereby lending greater validity to the 
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. 4. . 
a. Due to the lerge spread on the 95% confidence 
interval of the difference bet1.•1een the fore-
casted data and the actual data in the 
individual manufacturing groups, there seems 
to be less certainty in the forecasting system 
than Item 2 might imply. That is, the possible 
difference which could be encountered between 
the Forecasted data and the Actual data in the 
individual manufacturing groups is considerably 
larger than the 10~~ variation vll1.ich i-1as assumed 
by the author as a reasonable level ~r accuracy. 
b. The 95% confidence interval of the difference 
~between the Forecasted data and the Actual data 
obtained when analyzing all the manufacturing 
groups combined was considerabl;,r narro1,J"er than 
the confidence interval in part a. above. 
~nerefore, the forecasting data developed 
through the use of this system should produce a 
reasonable level of accuracy more often in 
larger 01) co1nbined manufacturi11g groups, than 

















a. The computerized system has considerable 
. ,. 
flexibility -~1n most of the manufacturing 
input data that can be used "When forecasting 
Manpo1t1er -Requirernents. For exarr1ple, individual 
shrinkage and supplementary alloivances cs.n be 
used for each production item in the manufac-
turing group. However, the system has less 
flexibility in the manufacturing variables ot 
efficiency and overtime. That • 1s, the s arne 
level of production efficiency and overtime 
is applied to all the production items in the 
manufacturing group in the existing system. 
These restrictions could be removed if necessary 
through a redesign or the input data deck and a 
revision to the computer program. -
b. The system can be used for forecasting 1'-lanpower 
Requir·ements for a maximum of twelve manufac-
turing periods. ·This limitation did not cause 
any problems in the industrial applications 
conducted herein. However, ir greater scope is 
desired a redesign or the computerized system 
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The design and industrial applications of the system for 
forecasting I·Jianpoiver rlequirements revealed several 
general observations: 
1. To produce accurate forcasts under this system, 
management is compelled to analyze in detail.,, and 
consider in relation to each other, many of the 




f acturing operations. 
2. Sound estim,ates of the values of the manufacturing 
variables used in the forecasting system can pro-
vide ·valuable informati'on· for managerial control. 
That is, changes can be made before the production 
operations begin, thereby improving the· manu1'acturing 
. ' 
process or reducing the number of e1nployees required. 
For example., a fore cast 1night specify a 20% level 
-
of Overtime required to meet a production schedule. 
Through analysis or and improvement to the other 
manufacturing variables (i.e. Efficiency., Shrinkage, 
etc.) the 20% Overtime might be avoided or reduced 
.. 
3. Computerization o·f this system for forecasting 
Manpoi1e1~ Requirements provided the speed a.nd ac·curacy 
which is 1~eq1.1ired to upd21te the valt1es of tJ:1e manu-
f a.cturing variables used to develop the forecasts. 
I 
















FUTURE C ONSI DEM TI ONS 
An investigation of the effects to forecasting Manp
ower 
Requirements of the interaction of the ,manufacturi
ng 
variables in an industrial settin[; n1ight be conducted. 
For exrunple, iv:t1a.t is the eff'ect of a large incr
ease in 
effeciency on the shrinkage losses in a manufactur
ing 
group? Sound analysis and conclusions to questions
 such 
tYI 
as this would irnpr'Ove the forecasting procedure.
 
In the industrial applications conducted in thi~ th
esis, 
... ;·,., 
the values of the manufacturing variables were d
erived to 
a large extent through the labor standard system. 
To 
increase the ver·sa.tility of the forece.sting pro
cedure, an 
investigation should be made to detennine the app
licability 
of the cost standard system, or any other equivalen
t system. 
The effects of the manufactur~ng variable of absent
eeism 
were not ~valuated in the industrial applications. 
Further 
ipvestigation n:igl1t be conducted on this n1anufac
turing 
variable, there by determining i ta importance in m
anpower . 
planning. 
This same technique for, determining manpov1er requ
irements 
might be applied to analyzing an individual operation
 
I! J . ., 
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requirements w1 thin a production group. If greater 
scope is desired, total manpov1er requiren1ents might be 
analyzed by combining the analysis to include more than 
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FORECAST AND ACTUAL COMPUTER PRINTOUTS 
,. 
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.-.-----~ - --.. ---.-. .. -- ··------ .. ~~- .... -··· . --· .. - . - - - . ~. --·- .... -.--.----- -- - -·-------- - - . ·- -- - ---- - --- . -- -- . -- ·- . --- - . - .. P~CD~CT l,CN I NFC~ft'A TI CN NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES REr.ur RED 
·-·-- .. ._ ............. ~ - ~-· ·-·~ ......_ ___ __ 
• 
CODE C1~AN •••PERCENTAGES•--PERICD BMAS/C SHRG SLPPL OTHER 
...... . . -
. ~ -· -··· _ . J 13C 
. J13CA . • 
. .. .•• • .-"= 113CC 
'J46C 
• J5]Ar . . -· - ·- . 
• 43<2S. · . 
-···• ______ J58A 
159A 
.. --· 425A 
413S 
' .. - .. . 423C 
. 42'7A 
-- - - -- .;..,. --
. __ 432B 
46nA 
5 

























.  . 
-· . ....- - DATA USED-
·• 
405300 14.00 o. 50. 
4e530n l4o00 o.so 
4oS300 l4o00 Oo50 
408200 l'-'oOO OoSO 
4og200 l4o00 OoSO 
902600 14.,CO Oo50 QoZlOO lti'oOO Cc50 
? 0 ()600 14,.,00 OoSO 
103600 l4o00 Oo50 
? 0 1200 14000 Oo50 
ro3600 l4o00 Oo~O 
906700 l4o00 o.~o 
1a9800 14000 o.so 
7.9500 14.00 0.50 
• 
. . .... ·..:: ....... . .EFFICIENCY 100.0 PERCENT DAYWORK LO-~~ lle?O PERCENT PRC•CHKG 
. ~~-7·~ -;- ~·-~ -· --··~1 .. 800 6.38HOURS PER CAY 
• ; 



















_ 2.29 011127 
1.05 0.12 
2.37 Oo2S 








0.21 0.03 2.aa o.34 
25.95 3.04 
• 




















































1.51 1.51 1.,0 1.40 
1.64 1.64 
o.~9 o.3q 




0.32 .. o. 32 

















0 • 30 PERCEt~T 
.... - .. - -
iATOT OeOO PERCENT 
WORKING nAvs 20. 
-----·----·--.-.·· -
-. . - -- .. - . ... .. -· 
• 
-- . ~-·.:..--~- ..... 
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" 
MANPC~ER REClJ~E~ENT! 
~~~SER CF f~PLOVEES REC~IRED 
..._.....,... • i• ·-· .... '- .. 
_ .•••PER(FNTAGE5-•• 
FERICC Br~s,c S~RG SlPPL CT~ER 
•• 
' , . 























. c.56 o.oe 
1.25 · 0.1a 




!llC .,,- 67040 10 405300 12033 0045 le50 1l3CA 2980e 10 405300 12c33 Co45 1.50 Jl1CC 69420 10 4.,5300 12033 Oo45 1.so J46C 8531e 10 l) 0 RZQC 120313 Oo45 1. 50 3·53, 35890 10 4o820C 12033 Co45 l GI 50 lt3CP .586'7o 10 So26CO 12033 C0 4'5 1.sc 358.A 23930 10 902100.' 12033 Oo45 1.5('! 




: . . 
~ r' 
.. 
C•T~ · l.;SEC 
.. 
• 
•: ~ .. ': 
· .. .. 
·.-. -··· ····---~- ... 
• 
tFFtCJENCY 107.0 PERCE~T CAVwCAK l.oo PEACE~T 
LC•~S l4e7C PE~CE~T PRC-C~KG. 2.40 PERCENT 51 80C 7e3l~CURS PEP DAY 
• 
( 
. . ........ 




....... ~; ·- ., .. 
. . . . ... · . 
. .•. 
-.• 
' ' . _ .. 
.. -~- -:-·~ ..• 
• 
. 
• . . .. . 










... ......-.. ----·-· ------ ... _......._ -...... '·• . ....._. . .. 
PRC-C~G SM•LT CT.,.ER 
0.05 0.01 Oe03 
0.02 o.oo OeOl 
o.os OeOl 0.03 0,07 OoOl Oo04 
c.03 OcOO 0.02 
a.as OoOl 0.03 
OoO'o OoOO 0.02 
c.01 OoOO 0.01 Coll Oo02 
.0.01 
Oc03 0 oOO • 
~.02 OoOl o.oo 0.01 
Co03 o.oo 0.02 OoCl o.oo o.oo 
0.01 0.01 0.04 









TOT Exe srsoo .SAT,ADJ 


































!ATCT 6010 PERCENT 



















. . \ . ~ . .•.. 























. - . -




---PERCENTAGES•--CCCE CLAN PERfCC eH~S/C SHRC: Sl-PPL CTHER !A5E LO•MS PRC-C~G S!-1-LT OTHER TOT Exe staoo SAT.ADJ 
--
313c 6810. 11 4.5300 14.00 Oo50 1.50 2.37 o.za a.Ob 0.01 0.03 .2.15 2.75 313CA 4000. 11 4.5300 14.CO Co50 1.so 1.39 0.16 0.03 o.oo 0.02 t.61 la61 3t3·cc 4080. ll 4.5300 14.0C o~so 1.so 1.42 0.17 o.o3 OoOO 0.02 1.65 le65 346C 11240. 11 · 4.8200 t4,00 Oo50 1.so 4.17 0.49 0.10 OoOl o.os 1t.e2 4.8? : . • 353.A 3910. 11 4.8200 14.CO OoSO 1.~c 1.45 0.11 0.03 OoOO 0.02 1.68 1 .• 61J • 43C~ - 4870. 11 5.2600 l4e00 Oo50 1.so 1.97 0.23 o.os OoOl 0.03 2.2a 2.2s 
• 
. 1sa,4 2060. ll c;.2100 l~oOO Oo50 1.so 1.46 0.11 0.04 CloOO .0.02 1.69 lo69 359A 38. 11 ,.9600 l4oCO Oo5C 1,50 o.n2 o.oo o.co 0 0 00 I) o.oo 0.03 O.Q3 425A 14500. 11 7.3600 14 0 00 o.so 1.so 1.21 o.q6 0.20 Oo02 0.11 9.50 9.!c 4139 2oao. 11 7.1200 14.00 o.so 1.so 1.10 0.13 o.o3 OoOO 0.01 1.27 1.21 
• ! "'423C son. 11 7.3000 14.CO o.~o 1.so 0.45 o.os 0.01 OoOO 0.01 0.52 0.52 42-,A 653. 11 9.~700 1·4 • oo o.so 1.50 0.49 0.06 0.01 OoOO 0.01-. o.56 o.5i 432B 1ss. 11 1.c;aoo 14.00 o.so 1.so 0.10 0.01 o.oo OoOO o.~o 0.11 0.11 460A 4700. 11 7 .• 9500 14.00 0.50 1.50 2.se o.34 o.o7 OoOl o.01t 3.33 3.:-3 = GLC"4 LP.S 1. 1 27.48 3.2: 0.66 Oo08 0.36 31.80 ll.60 5 ;_ ~ 
• 




TOTAL INCLUDING S1•800 !Z.66 32.t6 -· --· 
-
• 




EFFICIENCY L.DC .o PE~CE~T 2.00 PERCENT ABSENT ,.co PERCENT SATOT o.oo PEQCfNT ~ L~•MS 11.10 PERCENT PRC-CHKG 2.c.o PERCENT SMALL•LCT 0.30 PERCENT WORKING DAVS 20. 
... 
.. 
~ . .. 
. ' 
.. 5 I 800 6.38HOL:RS PER CAY '- . . . 
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I J13CA ·' • !, 
113CC 
J46C 
. . 353A 
. 
430B I I 
358A 
-J59A 
I 42!>• . 
I • 
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. MANPCw£R RECUIRE'-'ENTS 
PACCUC11CN INFCR"''TICN 
• ••-PERCENTAGES---
C:t;AN PER?CC BHRS/C ShRG SLPPL OTHER 
~-
76360 11 40530(°) 12000 1. 75 1.50 
4154~ 11 405300 12000 1.75 1.so 
· 5R4 5 o 11 405300 12.00 1.75 1.50 
113810 11 4 0 P.200 12.00 1.15 1.so 
37150 1 l 408200 12.co 1.75 1.~o 
50C<;o 11 5·26CO 0 12.co 1.75 1.50 
11868 11 9a210C l,2 • oc 1.75 1.50 
2R 0 11 109600 12.00 1.75 1.so 
7S3q 0 11 7 0 3600 12.00 1.75 1.50 
17930 11 1 o 12cc, 12.00 1.75 1.so 
2410 11 103600 12.00 1.15 1.sc 
296rlo l 1 qo670(') 12.00 1.75 1.50 
2630 11 7.9800 12.00 1.75 1.50 
42610 11 1.9500 12.00 1.75 l.'50 




. EFF tC'IENCY 101).1 PERCE~T DJVle.ORK 1.10 
LC•"S 13.80 PERCENT PRC•CHKG 2e40 
51 800 1.31~0L,~~ PEP CAY 
. . 
--. 





































OF E~PLr.'YEES ~E~Ut~E~ 
PRC•CHG SM•L T CTMER 
-,.Ob 0.01 0.03 
0.03 o.c,o 0.02 
t'.'l.05 0.01 Oo02 
0.09 0.01 Oo05 
0.03 o.oo Oo02 
rt.OS 0.01 r,.,02 
c.03 o.oo f1o02 
o.oo n.oo t') Q oc 
0.10 0.01 no05 
.,.oz c.oo· OGOl 
,,.oo o.co noOO 
,,.o~ o.c1 C'o03 
r.oo o.oo o.oo 
r,.06 0.01 0.03 
o.51 0,07 0.31 
PLlJ5 sr-scc 



























----- -----z.e.69 28, .. l 
SATOT leOO PERCENT 











































N~~BEP CF E~~~CYEES RECUtRED 
-CCC£ Cl.'N PERtCC 8.-:RS/C 51-'R~ 5LPS::L CT~ER BASE LC-r-'S PRC-C~~ S~ 0 LT CTHER 
. . 
• J5J 4000. lC 4.l6t!i 60oCO SCeOC 3.64 2.22 c.29 0,16 OoOO Oo04 J'?• Do lC 904253 l20oCO l!'.OC· 3.64 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0 0 00 o.oo F-35C23 Oo lC· Co9457 60oCC 50.0C 3.64 o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO o.oo 
• 18 22('0Clo 1C lo4051 l70oCC 40eOr. 3.64 6e08 o.e1 0.44 OoOO 0,07 
ttA J500., 10 fto 8 3 9 4• 2 C C o C C 5Co00 3.64 6.S7 0.91 0,49 0 0 01 0.01 
• • •a 2000 lC 8 o---5528 l20oCC 15000 3.64 .o .2s 0.03 0.02 OoOO o.oo 9C 1250Co 10 805526 120oCO lSoOC 3ro64 15.q3 2.11 1,15 OaOl 0.2~ 
. 12, 
"G 10 009457 60oOC 50a0(i 3.64 o.oo o.oo n.oo OoOO o.oo 12! !60000 10 008457 60oCO 5CcOC 3.64 4.05 o.s- 0.29 OoOO (). 0 ., 12C 4D000o l(\ 009457 60000 SCoOO 3.64 4.50 0.60 0.32 0 0 00 o.oa 12E , 48000 1. 0 lo363l 60oCC 50 0 0C 3.64 0.87 0.12 c.06 0 0 00 0.02 lZF 1P4000o lC lo0160 6CoCO '50oOC 3.64 10.01 le33 0.12 OcOl 0.11 12G 4qoooo l C, 008457 6CoC0 so.oo 3.64 ~5.52 0.13 0,40 0 0 00 0.10 12t-; 1150000 10 0 0 S457 60oOC 50000 3.64 12.95 . 1.72 0.93 Oo01 0.22 :. lZK Oo 10 lo363l eCoCC 50 0 0C' 3o6~ o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO OroOC lZL 80000 10 lol5ll 6Jo0C 50oCO 3.,64 1.23 Celb o.oq OoOO 0.02 
. 12,.. 67000 lO 008457 60000 !:0 000 3.64 0.75 0.10 o.os OoOO 0.01 
• 12N 5000a 10 - OoS457 60000 50000 3.64 o.56 0.01 Oe04 OoOO 0.01 . 
. . .... 
-~ 
17J· 200e lC 509200 is.cc OoOO 3.6~ o.oq 0.01 0.01 OoOO o.oo l?B 4t500e l (' soe200 15000 OoOO 3 0 64 1.c;4 0.26 0 e 14 OoCO 0.0,6 
..... 
219/1 o. 10 47 0 7400 120000 15000 3.6 .. c.oc o.oo o.oo OoOO 0~00 JO~ 600. 10 205375 l70oCO 40000 3.,64 0.30 0.04 0.02 OoOO o.oo JOB Oe 10 2 o0.20 l li'CoOC 40000 
• 
3o64 o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO o.oo JOC o. lC 2o020l l70oCC 40oOC 3o64 o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO o.oo 36- 150e 10 le2745 170000 40000 3.6~ O•O'- o.oo o.oo OoOO o.oo 
• 
31~ 12000 10 lo9712 60oCO 5CGIOO 3.blt c.31 n.01t Oe02 0 0 00 0.01 
d Jl! Oo 10 t.4538 60.CO so.co 3.blt c.oo o.oo a.on r OoOO o.oo 
31C 150. 10 1.4538 60.CC 50 .coo 3.64 0.03 o.oc o.oo o.oo o.oo 
a-r1 ALLYXTRA 10· 
• • 




• • .. 







I EFFICIENCY PE'RCEt~T C~,·\\CRK 2.00 FEhCEP;T ABSENT 5.00 PERCENT • 106.0 
.-.. --- . --· --........:--· __ .......... .. 
LO•MS 13.25 PERCEf\T PNC•C...,KG 7e19 PERCE~T SMALL•LCT· o.os PERCENT 
·.• SI 800 29.lOHOl;RS,PE~ CAY 
~·--·-~ 
'-
( ' • 
. -· --·..-----. - ..... -- - ·-----
. - . •· - .• . - ... . - - -
• • .. 
. 
--
........ .... .. 
----. 
................ ._. ____ .._..., .... ......, __ 

















5.5! 5. !O 
1.06 c.t;c; \1\ 






















5-ATOT e.oo PEPCENT 
WCRKING DAYS 2~. 
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.. r .• 
MANPOwER RECUIRE.,ENTS 
••cc1.:ct1cN INFCR,..iTICN NU~BER 
•••PERCENTAGES~--
. CCC£ GLA,. PE5'ICD Bt-1RS/C St-4RG Sl.PPL Ctl'HER 
'><, IIASE LO•,..S 
J~A !683. 10 4.1618 5So40 46ol0 3.64 2.05 0.23 !1A 5'3e 10 9.4253 105040 lo70 3.64 o.o, 0.01 
,.35023 18200 10 0.8451 S8o40 46 0 10 3.64 0.21 0.02 C: • 17635. 1c t.4059 265060 25060 3.64 6a3lt 0.11 88. 
- 9A 40880 10 a.e3g4 53c90 30080 3.64 4.36 0.49 
,e 201c, 10 a.ss2a l05o4C le70 3.64 0,23 0.03 
- . -. •c· , . 1-2918. 10 e.~s2s l05aq0 1070 3.64 14.95 le61 ....... ' 12.1'· - Oo 10 0.8457 58040 46el0 3.64 o.oo o.oo 128 ]6171. 10 OeBlt57 58040 4bolv 3 0 64 4.09 0,46 12D 67761. 10 o.a457 139 0 40 46010 3.64 7.&6 o.a5 12£ 118940 10 1.36'31 S8o40 46ol0 3.64 2.11 o.21t lZf 62003. 10 1.0100 S8a40 40010 3.64 8.43 Oe9'-12G 71625c, 10 0.8457 58040 6:,6010 3.64 a.oq ff o.qo 121-f 1395510 10 .0.8451. 58040 46010 3.64 . • 15~77 1.76 12K . 3. 10 1.3631 5Bo40 46ol0 3.64 o.oo o.oo 12L 17534. 10 1.1511 5So40 ~6o!O 3.64 2.70 0.30 12..« 
' 
9300. 10 0.8457 580'~0 46ol0 3.64 1.oas 0.12 12N 30. 10 0.045; 58a"~o ~6010 3.64 o.oo o.oo l'?A 497. 10 5.9200 451 0 40 Oo80 3.64 1.06 0.12 llB 1289. 10 5.9200 4Sl 0 t,O Oo80 3 0 64 .,r--.1 2.75 0.31 28A o. 10 47.4000 451040 OoSO 3.64 c.oo o.oo JOA 824 0 10 205375 £65a60 25060 3 0 64 o.53 0.06 JOB a. 10 2.0201 265060 25oe0 3.64 o.oo o.oo JOC 92. 10 2.0201 265a6C 25060 3.64 o.os 0.01 36A 100. 10 1.2745 ~65060 25060 3.64 0.23 0.03 ,1~ o. 10 1.-9112 - S8 0 40 ~6ol0 3.64 o.no o.oo J1B o. 10 1.4538 58.40 46ol0 3.64 o.oo o.oo JlC 125. 10 l.453B 58.40 46,10 3.64 o.oz o.oc GJl ENC filNTH 10 12.,io 9.22 
• .. 
TOTAL 
. . . . - ... 
DAt·A \;SEO • 
• 
EFFICIENCY 102,2 PERCENT D~YwORK 1.40 PERCENT ABSENT 
• .LC•P.,S 11.1.r. PERCENT PRO•CHKG 7,14 PERCENT 5p,,ALL-LCT • 51 800 28,44J,10UPS PER OlaY 
• 




















OF E~PLOYEES Rf:CUJRED 
PRC .. CMG SM•LT CTMER TOT Exe SISOO SAT.ADJ 
o.ts n.oo 0.04 2.46 2.05. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oe 0.01 
0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.25 0.21 
. 0.45 0.01 o.06 1.56 .6e30 
n.31 o.oo o.oq 5.25 4,37 
0.02 o.oo o.oo 0.2a 0.23 1.01 0.01 ,,.26 1'7.~6 l4e96 
~.oo o.oo n.oo o.oo o.oo 
0.2c; o.oo· 0,07 4e91 4e09 o.ss 0.01 c.1" 9.20 7e6'? J 0.15 o.no 0.04 2.60 2 .11 
tl.60 0.01 0.1, 10.13 8e44 
o.5a 0.01 n.1,. ,.12 a.10 \n. 1.13 0.01 0.2s 18.94 15.79 CD 
o.·oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
'l. 19 o.oo c.05,.. 3.2ft 2.10 o.oa o.oo 0.02 1.26 ~ 1.05 
,:,.oo o.oo o.oo ·0.00 o.oo 
o.oa o.oo 0.01 1.26 1.0~ 
c.20 o.oo 0.02 3.28 · 2. 73 
~ o.oo o.oo o.oo .. o.oo -------<> • ·oo- ... --. 
. o.o4 o.oo o.oo 1)~64 0.53 
11.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo o •. oo 0.06 0~05 I 0.02 o.oa o.oo 0.21 0.23 
o.oo 0.,00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
ll.OO .,,..Oc,00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo OoOO o.oo 0.03 0,02 
5.91'. 0.01 1.38 99.38 12.e2 
PLUS s1-soo 3.12 J.72 
··--- --··-INCLUDING 51•800 103.10 86.S3 
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5,00 P~RCENT SATOT 20.00 PERCENT 
o.os PERCENT WORKING DAYS zo. 
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EFFICtENCY 166.0 PE~CENT D~YhCRK 2.~o 
LC-~S , 13.25 PERCE~T PRC-CHKG 7e19 
!I 800 29elOHC~RS PF.QC~~ 
- ~ . 
... ------ - ---.,-.......,,. -~l'!'-;i" -..._ . ~· ----~~-----
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5ATCT .. 8.aOO PEP.~!~T 
~OAKING DAYS zo. 
• 
... -- ·-·-
. . . 
• 
-- - ..... . -· . ... - . -- .. - -- . - . - . . ·• .. 






·-~ .. • • .. 
• 
.. 
.. .. .: ... 
. .. 
::, 
PACD~CTJCN JNFCR~~TICN NU~BER CF E~PLOVEES RECUtRED • 
--•PERCENTAGES---
• CCCE Q\.,_AN PERICO BHRS/C SHA(: SL.PPL CTHER 11 A5E LO•MS PRC•CHG SM•LT CT.,..ER TOT Exe SJ800 SAT.ADJ 
I !5A 3844. 11 l.2q78 80oq8 75.96 3.64 2.07 0.2a · c.13 o.no 0.03 2.51 2.oq I ; ,. 37A 1640 11 9.4253 88057. 2 0 76 3.64 c.tq 0.03 0.01 o.oo 0,00 0.23 o.1q 
Fe3S023 5010. 11 0.8169 80o98 15096 3.64 0.67 0.09 0,04 OoOO 0.01 o.s1 0.68 
ee 23183. 11 1.2527 247095 122060 3.64 11.7R 1 • l 7 tJ.55 OoOl 0.01 10.57 -'i.81 
9A 19220 11 q.4600 81 0 41 Oo52 3.64 2.11 o.2e 0.13 0 0 00 Oo04 C 2.56 2.14 
98 2210 11 e.,600 68057 2o76 3.64 0.23 0.03 c,.01 0 0 00 o.oo 0.27 0.23 
9C 15!02 0 11 8.3600 88 0 51 2o7b 3.64 t6.0q 2.14 1.02 0 0 01 c, • 31 19.56 16 .• 30 
12A Oo 11 0.8169 80.,99 75oq6 J.64 c.oo 0,.00 .,,.oo OoOO . o.oo o.oo J o.oo 12B 14'734 0 11 0 0 0169 90 0 98 75096 3.64 l_.97 0.26 n.12 0 0 00 Oo03 2.38 le99 
l2D 121350 11 n.s1e,9 00 0 98 75096 3.64 t0.97 1.46 o.69 0 0 0 l a 0 •. .16 13.29 11,07 
12E 204150 11 1.246b 90098 75096 3.64 •• 1, o.55 o.2t> 0 0 00 0,06 - 5.06 4,21 
12F .459530 11 0.9584 00a98 75o9b 3.64 1.20 o.c;6 n.i.s Oo01 0.10 a.72 7.27 
12G 147910 11 o.e169 80098 75096 3.64 1.98 0.26 C. 12 OoOO 0.03 2.39 le99 CJ' 12H 1508890 11 o.eto9 80098 75096 3.64 20.16 2.68 1.21 0 0 02 0.29 24.41 20.34 0 12K 4740 11 1.2466 00098 75oq6 3.6'- 0.10 0.01 0.01 OoOO o.oo 0.12 0.10 
l2L 185590 11 1.0427 80098 75096 3.64 3.17 0.42 0.20 OoOO 0.04 3.83 3.19 
12 ... 1641.tO. 11 o.el69 80098 7So96 3.64 2.20 o.2q 0.14 OoOO 0.03 2.66 2.22 
s- 12N 8304. 11 o.a109 80a98 75096 3.64 1.11 0.15 Oe07 OoOO 0.02 le34 1.12 
17A o. 11 5,q200 51067 lo92 3.64 o.oo o.oo o.co oo·oo o.oo .o.oo 0,00 
l?B 
' 
7432, 11 5,B830 51067 loQ2 3e64 4.27 0.51 C,27 OoOO 0.10 5.22 4e35 
28A o,. 11 47.7400 Slo67 lo92 3.64 o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO o.oo o.oo o.oo 
30" 354. 11 2ca2974 247a9;> 122080 3o64 0.24 0.03 0.02 OoOO o.oo 0.29 Oe24 
30B o. 11 l.8677 247095 122080 3 0 64 o.oo o.oo o.oo OotiO o.oo o.oo 0,00 
!OC c. 11 1.e611 247095 122080 3.b4 o.oo o.oo o.oo OoOO ~.oo o.oo o.oo 
!6A ·e. 11 1.6942 247 0 95 122080 3.64 o.oo o.oo n.oo OoOO n.oo o.oo o.oo 
31A 42Se 11 1.S547 80098 75oq6 3.64 0.13 0.02 0.01 OoOO o.oo· 0.16 0.13 
31S o. 11 1.4250 800'18 75096 3,64 o.oo o.oo o.oo Oc,00 o.oo . o.oo o.oo 
• !l( a. 11 i..•2 50 _80,98 75,96 3.64 o.oo o.oo c.oo o.oo a.oo o.oo o.oo 
35B 295. 11 0.8169 80,98 75.9b 3.64 0,04 0.01 n.oo o.oo o.oo o.os 0.04 
·071 £NC MNTt-i 11 l?.84 11.61 5.54 0,07 1.32 106.'-5 18.71 
• 
• .J • • • -
PLUS 5!•800 3,62 3,62 
' -·-·- ---·· "' TOTAL INCLUDING S1•800. 110.06 92.32 • 
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EFFICIENCY PERCE"T DAY,sORK 1.40 PERCENT ~BSENT s.oo PERCENT SlTOT 20,00 PERCE~~T • • 104.9 t LC•~S 13.29 PERCENT PRC•CHKG 6,31 PERCENT 5"-ALL•LOT o.ca PERCENT NORKlNG DAYS 20, 
S1 eoo 2 8 .• 4 O~Ol,;P 5 P.EP. 0.A Y . _ 
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..... .__.. ... ~··,·f•:·~...,;·..:.. __________ ·····--- ·- -· •. -····-·-· ··--. - ~- -·- ·- --·--------~-- --- --- ----· ---·--· -· . --- .. - -.. .. - - . -- -... -· ... .. . - .. . . 
.... --- ··-- ·- .-..---.-~· 
-
- 1 - -
COD£ 
•ACD~CTICN JNFCRMATICN 
CLAN ---PFRCENTAGES•--PERI00 BHRS/C SHR~ S~PPL OTHER 
_____ J.96A .10000., 10 8 • 8700 3.00 
3.00 

















--· .\ .. 
401A 0 0 10 7ell00 407B 3000. 10 9.4900 407A 31500 0 10 a 0 7200 408A 850000 lC 7 0 1100 412A 800 0 10 19 0 4400 404A 9000 0 10 1206200 584?_ 4000. 10 1206200 
417A 37000 lO lla0800 
5842 3000 10 1100800 435A 1600a 10 1701700 373i 7100 10 lg 0 8400 3.,4A . 895e lCl l9o 7700 381A 550 10 3809700 
384A 23000 10 37.1100 3&6, aso. 10 3So7900 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES REQUTRED 














































































































0.19 0.01 7.6a o.56 
2.83 0.21 
0.44 0.03 C'.oo o.or, 












418i Oo lC 25oS200 
... 429A 6200. 10 ~705300 
436A . 1200. 10 4007900 437A 2155e 10 3509500 
448~ 240. 10 3900500 454A Oo 10 39.4100 44Be soo 10 3q.osoo 
___ _557as .. . .. .1000. 10. _ 11.oaoo 
_ !.DO _3. 70 __ _ 6 MIN-CARR 10 
, 
• 








-- .. 1.00 -- _ _o • 01 
157.07 11.47 
o.c,c o.<:'o o.oo 0.0(\ o.64 __ o.oa 0.43 .17.63 0.1a 0.02 0.12 5.06 0.31 0.04 0.25 10.23 o.o~ o.oo 0.02 0.9-,· o.oo o.co o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo I 0.20 
o..o~-. ·-·- .o.oo . _ 0 • 0 3 - -- . 1. 14 . --6.60 o.,c; 4.40 lSC'.32 
PLUS SI•SOO 3. 72 . 
--· ·---~- ---- -- - .. ··- -· ... ·--·-- .. ---·- .. _ ·-·-·-· .... 
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h ·-- .. _._ ····-SATOT o.oo PERCENT 
~lORKING DAY5' . 20• --------- ---·· 
__ .._. ...-.-... ~- ... .._ ___ ._::_ ......... ____._. _ _......_. ·----·_...,__ ------ - - _..._. ··-- -- -----·-··- ------- -- . ---
• 
·---~-------- .._.... _____ _,__,~ ................. -----..-..-------
. 
. ..-. ... - .... ··--·-----···· ..... ---- -- .. _ ... ......_. .......... _.-., ___ -·--·- .. -- . - -- .. ·----·· - -- -·- ...... - -· - -- - .. - - . - .. -- ----. - --- ·-· ._._ ____ -------
-------- ---------..-~ - ----'- ...... _ 
-.. . . .... ·-· .. - . ·- - . . - . . - -.- .... - --- - ----- ·- ·- ---~-- ""'!" ·- - ., - ...... - •••.• 
·'- ... · • .... ~._:__.,-. ---·- -·---::.:.· ~- -·--.·-.---------- ----.-..----------- ------------------- ...., ....... ..-.. 
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• PRCC~CTICN l~FC~~AT[CM 
__:........-< ____ -
---~ERCENTAGES---CCCE C\.; A~ PERICC 8;..RS/C ~.,..R~ 5LPPL CTHER 
J9e~ 119610 10 B.8700 27.70 1.e2 3.70 4Cl/. 0$ 10 7elli:10 21.1:, l.82 3.70 
•01e l96So 10 c;oq9co 27010 1.82 .3. 70 
407~ 243a3. 10 807200 2_7 a 7C l.82 3.70 
4CBI. ·991340 10 fellOO 27o7C 1.82 3.70 
412~ '-08a 10 lc;o44CO 27070 1.82 3.7C 
,__ 40'-A 8043e 10 lCo05QC ·270·70 1.82 3.70 
!58'-7 52830 10 lC 0 05CO . 2?o1C 1082 3.70 
• 417.A Oo 10 llov@GC 27o7~ loR2 3.70 
5842 21:o !C 8 0 7eCC 27 0 1C lo82 3.70 43SA I - 114Zo 10 l 4 0 6(lo a 27070 1 0 82 3.70 373,- ~- 3770 10 lc;ao84CC 27 0 7'J 1 0 82 3.7C 
· 374,6 3520 10 lc:J 0 77QC 27070 l.82 3.70 ;-·~ 
J81~ ,;e o t0., 38 0 97C0 27o7C 1.82 3.7C 3&4A 1~43a 10 3701100 27o7C 1.82 3.70 
!et:A 4t2e 10 3507900 27o7C l.92 3.70 
,e~~ 1350 lC 3 6 o 2 ·1c C 27070 1.02 3.70 
4tfi 2231. 10 23.2000 27o?O 1.82 3.10 
429A f:355e 1c 27.5300 27070 1.02 3.70 
436~ 631. 10 4007900 27070 1.a2 3.70 437, 3043. 10 35.c;SOO 27o'1C 1,82 3.70 
448~ o. 10 39.C5CO 27070 1.a2 3.70 
·454i o. 10 39.4100 27.7C ·1.az 3.70 
44SB l). 10 39.05CO 27,70 1.82 3.70 
, J.. 55788 2'7~50. 10 a.sooo 21.10 1.82 3.70 . 
' 




• r . JI 
c.a,~ I.SEO 
'· E FF ! C ! E f'! C Y 10,.0 PERCENT DJY~CPK 2ettC . 
" 
•• LC•_r,.· s '7e3C J:E~CENT PRC-Ct-KC: 4.20 




r--··· . .. :_~~~·~,. -- ~ .•-· 
. . - . 
'. ··-
'--· • . . . 
. - • 
• . . 
• .. 
. 
·-· .. .. ---- ..... 
-
. . ·-·- ·-- ... -- . 
--~ -~ ·-- ~~------.1;:1 _ _;.,_,-....-,.;-,....._,,,,...,.;~~"7-... ~?-..----~- ---··· . --• 
--~---------~-·---- - -------- iL 
. '), (. 
• 
.-
N~~BEA CF E~PLCYEES RECUI~ED 
• SASE LC-~5 . PRC•Cl"'C: S~-LT CTHER TCT~·EXC stsoo SAT·.·A~J 
. ---- .. 
8.67 0.63 c.36 0004 0.2s 9.96 9.9b 
c.oo O.t'JO o.oo 0 0 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3.24 0.24 0 .14 0002 0.09 3.72 3.72 
17.37 1.27 C.73 Oo09 o.so l~.95 19.9S 57.59 4.2C 2.42 Oa29 l.65 66.14 66.14 c.,,~ a.cs 0.03 0 0 00 0.02 0.1~ o.,-
6.60 0.4.8 C.2B 0 0 03 ". 1 q 7.59 1.59 4.34 c.32 c.te 0 0 02 0.12 '-.98 •• 98 
o.oo c.cc o.oc OoCO o.oo o.oo o.oo 
c.02 a.co c.oo 0000 0.10 0.02 c.02 1 .• 36 c.10 o.c~ 0 0 Cl 0 .tJ" 1.56 1.56 0.61 O.C4 0.03 coco 0.02 o.1tl o.,o O' 
0.57 O.C'- 0.02 0000 0.12 0.65 0.65 I\) C.31 0.02 c.01 0000 0.01 0.3~ 0.36 
~. f}?-- - 0.3C 0.11 0002 0 .12 4.69 4.68 
1.35 0.10 0.06 OoOl 0.04 1.55 "~ 1. 5 5 
C.40 0.03 c.02 OoOO . 0 • 0 l 0.46 0.46 
4.23 0.31 0.1a eoc2 0 .12 . 4.86 4eP6 
14.29 1.04 Oe60 0007 0.41 - 16 • 42 16.42 
2 .10 a.is 0,09 0001 0.06 2.42 2.42· ;.. 
8.94 0.65 0,38 0004 0,26 10.27 10.27 
c.oo o.oc o.oo 0000 o.oo o.oo o.oo ~ 
c.oo o.oo o.oo 0 0 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
c.oc o.co c.oo OoOO o.oQ o.oo o.oo 
19.27 1.41 o.a1 0010 o.ss 22.1"3 22.13 . 155.98 11.39 6e55 0 78 4.46 179.16 179.16· I 0 
PL.t.;5 SI•800 2.99 2.99 
........ 
-----TCTAL INCLl:CtN~ Sl-800 182.15 182.15 
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Data Processing Card Fora De1l1n 
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C:rauo lnfo:,.,ation Card 
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----·-----------0, ___ ..,., .  _..::0n~t:....:k~-t:.::dl~-punchcd card for the ?·~anu!'acturing Group ~~h J.nfon.::.ation applicable to all produc~ codes 
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22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 l 2 2 2 2 2 2 l 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 i 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Z 22,222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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J J 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 1 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 l 3 l 3 3 3 l 3 3 l J l 3 J 3 3 3 3 l l 3 3 3 3 3 3 l 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 l 3 3 3 3 J J 3 J 3 3 3 2 3 l l 3 3 3 
4 4 4 ~ -0 4 4 4 4 4 4 ~ 4 4 4 C 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 C 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 C 4 4 4 4 4 C 4 4 4 4 4 C C 4 4 4 4 C 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
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Data Proce11ln1 Card Fore Design 







• == C~n:sl$ W,,th dat,.a for th~ a • .?.nufnctu.r:inr, Variable~ for 
each product. cod'tl in the r1a.~ufacturine [troup 
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Number in Symbol refers to 
Line Number on Source. 
Progrum Li~;ting in Appendix E. 
no 
yes 
SORTA on Tupe l 
SORTB on Tape 2 
Deck j ls SOR'l'A 
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ORDERING OF INPUT DATA DECK 
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COMPUTER PRINTOUTS FOR INDIVIDUAL FACTOR ANALYSIS 
IN ONE PROIXTCTION GROUP ( ·aroup 25) 
SUMMARY FOR INDIVIDUAL lt,ACTOR ANALYSIS 

































































~LAN PEAIOC '3HRS/C 5l-l RC: S~PPL OTHER 
2040 10 207884 34000 3.oo o.oo 
l68lo 10 2e8659 34 ell oo 3oCO a.oo 
5080 10 206811 34 0 00 3o00 o.oo 
129930 10 202442 34000 3o00 o.oo 
7!6So 10 200953 34000 3o00 OoOO 
• 
!84o 10 Ao6840 34000 3o00 o.oo 
3'7870 10 1401450 3~ 0 00 3o00 o.oo 
J16t;Q 10 4808000 34.00 3o00 o.oo 
;.. 4€! 0 10 4808000 34000 3.00 o.oo 
3029. 10 so.2000 3'-.00 3.00 o.oo 









NU~BER OF E~PLOYEES R£0Ut~ED 
BASE LO•MS PRO•CHG SM-LT OTt-tER 
0.05 o.oo o.oo o.oo. o.oo 0.,2 Oo03 0.01 0.01 o.oo 
0.12 OoOl o.oo o.oo· o.oo 
2.53 Ool9 0.07 o.o~ o.oo 
1.43 Ooll 0,04 0.02 -, 0 • 00 
0.67 Oo05 0.02 0,01 o.oo 
4.84 Oo37 0.13 0.01 o.oo 
13.40 1003 0.35 0.20 o.oo 
0.19 OoOl 0.01 o.oo 0,00 
13.18 .1.01 0.34 e.20 o.oo -~ 
2.64 0.20 o. 07 0.04 






































E~FICIENCY 109.~ PERCENT DAY~ORK !.OO PERCENT 
LC-~~ ?e70 PERCENT PAC•CMKG 2.60 PERCENT 



























----- -----45.43 43.13 
. 
SATCT 5e50 PERCENT 
WORKING DAYS 20e 
:,,_. 
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CLAN PERICO BHRS/C S~RG SLPPL CTHER 
. 204. 10 2.7894 34000 '3.00 
16810 10 2.8659 34.00 3.00 
508. 10 2.6811 34GC0 3.00 
12q93. lC 2.2442 34.00 3.00 
7868. 10 2.0953 3~.oo 3.00 
884. 10 e.6a~o 34.00 3.00 
37870 lC 1407450 34.00 3.00 
3tb9. 10 4808000 34.00 3.00 
460 10 4808000 34.00 3.00 
302q. 10 50.2000 34.00 3.00 
607. lC 50.2000 34.00 .3.00 
CA~\rlCRK 10 
DATA 1,;SEC 
. EFFtCIENCY 107.0 PERCENT DAY~CRK 
LC-~! ?.70 PERCENT PRC.C~KG 
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:--.'. . 
: ;. .. 
• .( -
OF E"'PLOYEES RECUIREO 
PRO-CHG SM-LT OTHER TOT Exe 5!800 SAT .ADJ 
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.ob o.os 
0.01 0.01 o.co 0.48 0.45 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.14 0.13 
D.01 0.04 o.oo 2.90 Z.:J4 
0 • 04 0.02 • l.64 t. 5"5 o.oo 
0.02 0.01 o.oo 0.16 0.12 
a.13 0.,01 o.oo 5.54 5.26 
C.36 0.21 o.oo 15.36 14.56 
0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.22 0.21 
0.35 0.20. o.oo 15.10 14.31 
0.07 o.o" o.oo 3.03 2.87 
1.05 0.61 o.oo - 45.21 42.86 
PLVS St-100 t.1~ • 1.35 
-·--- ----· INCLUCJNG sr-soo 46.51 44.21 
~ 
S~TOT· 5e50 PERCENT 5.oo PERCENT 
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=. MANPC~ER RECUIRE~ENTS 
PACD~CTICN INFCRM~TICN 
•--PERCENTAGES---
CCDE , CLAN PERICO eHRS/C S~RG SLPPL.. OTHER 
1A 204. 10 2.7884 34000 3.00 o.oo 
1( 1681. 10 2eS659 34000 3.00 o.oo 
-1c. . 508·0 10 206811 34000 3.00 o.oo 
. . .;; 
.. 
IA 12qg30 lO 202442 34000 3o00 o.oo 
IC 7e6eo 10 200953 34.00 3o00 o.oo 
ZlA 8840 10 806840 34000 3e00 o.oo 
. 
.J.,C 3787e l O . 14 0 7450 34000 3.00 o.oo 
. t 
...._ ..... ~ 14A 31690 lC 4808000 34000 3.00 o.oo 
-
.248 4e o 10 48e8000 34000 3.00 o.oo 
.. :, . -.# • 
. 2l;C ... 34.00 . 302t;o 10 so.2000 3.00 o.oo 
·-. . .,,c 607. 10 50.2000 34.00 3.00 o.oo 
'- 025 SAT CT 10 
• 
·. 
DATA lJ5ED • 
EFFtClENCY 1047.0 PERCENT D~YwO?K s.oo 
LC•PIS "7e'70 PERCENT PRC-CHKG 2.60 












«~··-- ' ... 
. ... ·. . 
- -·· -,--·.;.,:~-~--·-; .- .· ::.; -· ;., 
"-. ~--~ 
. .,, --- - -- -- . - - . 
• • 
- .. . -----·--· ~ - -·· - . . . . --· ._... --- --------·-····----
~ 
• 
NU~BER OF EMPLOYEES -RECUIRED 
BASE LO-MS PRC-CHG SM-LT OTHER TOT Exe SIBOO SAT.ADJ ·" 



















..•. .. ·. . .. 
0.01 0.01 o.oo 0.48 Oe40 
0,00 .o.oo o.oo 0.14 0.11 
0.01 . o·.-o(G o.oo 2.90 2.42 
0.04 o.c2 o.oo .1.64 1.31 
0.02 -.0•01 o-. 00 0.76 Oe64 
0.13 -·0.07 OoOO 5.55 ,.6~ 
0.36 0-21 
• • OoOO 15.37 12.sl 
0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.22 0.19 
c.35 0.20 o.oo 15.12 12.60 
o.o~ t>.04 o.oo 3.03 2.52 1.os 0.61 o.oo 45,26 ,1.12 
PL.US sr-aoo 1.36 1.36 
----- ·----JNCLUOING Sl-800 46.62 JCJ.07 
\ 
5.00 PERCENT SATOT 20.00 PERCENT 
1.50 PERCENT . WORKING DAYS 20, 
• 
.,, 













































A li'ANPCWFR RECUIRE,,.ENTS 
PACD\.-CTICN INF'CRMATJON NUMBER 
•••PERCENTAGES-•• COCE Cl.AN PER!CO BtJA51C s~;~ SLPPL CTHER BASE LO•MS 







£~FtCIENCY 107.0 PfAC~NT CAY•0Rk_/"5e00 PERCENT 
LC•~S ,.~o ~ERCENT PAO•CMKG 2,60 PERCENT 













OF EMPLOYEES AECUIRED 
PRO•CHG SM-LT OTMER TOT EXC.51800 SAT.ADJ 
o.oo o.oo o .• oo Oe06 o.os 0.01 0.01 o.oo 0.47 o •• s o.oo r,.oo o.oo 0.13 0.13 0.01 o.oc. o.oo 2.85 ~ 2. 70 o.o .. 0.02 o.oo ,.61 1.53 0.02 0.01 o.oo n.1s 0.11 0.11 o.o, o.oo ,.45 5 .1, 0.35 0.20 o.oo 15,10 14.32 
c.01 0,00 0,00 0.22 0.21 0.35 0.20 o.oo 14,85 14.08 
0 • 07 o.o" 0,00 2e98 2,82 1,03 0.60 o.oo 44.47 42.15 
PLUS s1-eoo 1,36 1.36 
. 
-~---
-----INCLUDING Sl•800 45.82 43,51 
5.00 PERCENT 
1.50 PERCENT 
SATOT 5,50 PERCENT 
WORKING DAYS 20, 
• 
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NU~BER OF EMPLOYEES RECUI~ED 
• 
---PERCENTAGES---
Ct.AN PERICO ~~~s,c 5H~G 51..PPL CTHER BA!E LO•MS PRO-CHG S~-LT OTHER TOT EXC $1800 SAT.ADJ 
204. 10 2 0.., 8 84 3 ... 00 
16Blo 10 2o865Q 34.00 
50Bo 10 2o6Bll 34.00 
129930 10 202442 34,00 
78680 10 2a0953 34.00 
8840 10 '306840 34.00 
37870 10 1401450 34.00 
Jl6qo 1e {~8 0 8000 34.00 
4~o 10 48o8t".)00 34.00 
J029 0 lC so.zoco 34.00 



































































St.:PPLe 10 40.36 3. J 1· 1.os Oobl o.oo 
• 
DJTA LSEC 
EF~tCtENCY 101.0 PERCENT QjYwORK 5.oo PERCENT 
LC-~5 ?,70 PERCENT PRO-CHKG 2.60' PF.RCENT 





•: .. •.· 
.. 


































· 46.48. 44.13 
SATOT 5,50 PERCENT 
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Cl.AN PERICO 8HRS/C SHRG SL.PPL CTHER 
460. 10 207884 34000 3.00 o.oo 
186;. lC 208659 34000 3o00 o.oo 
75 7 • 10 206811 34000 3o00 o.oo 
132560 10 202442 34-000 3o00 o.oc 
79770 lC 200953 34000 3o00 o.oo 
10160 10 ijo6840 34,000 3o00 OoOO 
37940 10 l4a7450 • 34 0 oo 3o00 OoOO 
35310 10 4808000 .34 0 00 3o00 o.oo 
600 lC 48a8000 34.00 3.00 o.oo 
26250 lC so.2000 34.00 3.00 o.oo 




NU~BER OF EMPLOYEES RFCUIP.ED 
BASE LO•MS ~R9•CHG SM•LT OTHER TOT EXC SI800 SAT.ADJ 
- ~--~?> .• 1.1 "-:...· O.o O 1 - .. 0 o 00 
.\".tro .. 4a :-: -i·_ ob n ~ --~- -:-: -o co r 
"'O • 18 .. ~ .. _,O o~O 1 · · - - 0 o O 0 
2.65 0020 Oo07 . 
le49 Ooll OG04 
0.78 Oo06 Oo02 
-·. _4.97 Oo3S Oo13 
·15.32 1ol8 Oo~O 
0.26 Oo02 OoOl 
11.72 Oo90 Oo30 1.e9 0.15 _o.os 



























-TOTAL INCLUDING SJ-800 
0.13 0.12· 
0.53 0.50 








2.12 2 .01 ' 
44.55 42.23 
1.36 1.36 
----- -----45.91 43.59 
DATi USEC 
EFFICIENCY 1c,.o PERCENT CAYwORK 5.oo PERCENT 
La-~~ ~.,o ~ERCENT PRC-CHKG 2.60 Pf~CENT 



















....._ .. , 
5.0o PERCENT 







.... ... . - . - - ... -- - -· ·--- .... 
-.. 
• 
SATOT 5.50 PERCENT 
WORKING DAYS 20• 
.• / 
• 
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Group 2,- - October, 1964 
i 
Factor Forecast Actual Effect on Total Employees 
Efficiency 107.0% 109.8% 
Daywork 5.0% 4.9% 
r~ 
~ 
Sat. O.T. 5-5% 20.0% 
Shrinkage 34.0% 31.6%· 
Supplementaey 3.0% 2.58% 
:Quantity 
-. 
., I . 
(see runoffs) 
Total Forecast - 44.26 
Total Actual - 36.74 
+ 7.52 
.. .. 





+ •. 05 
+5.19 




























· Group 5 - October, 1964 .. 
Factor Forecast Actual Effect on Total Employees '-· 
Efficiency 100.0% 107.0% 
Day\iOfk 2.0% 1.0% 
Sat. O.T. 0.0% 6.1% 
__/ 
Shrinkage 14.0% 12.33% 
Supplementary .5% .45% 
-- Quantity (see runoffs) 
LO-MS 11. 71~ 14.7% 
SI-800 6.38 7.31 
Total Forecast - 30.88 
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'Group 5 - November, 1964 
Factor Forecast Actual Effect on Total Employees 
.. 
. .,,• .. 
~ficiency 100.0% 106.1% 
















































' ., ......... ~ .... ..__. ....... ,. 







·:.:, .. ' 
. •. Group 71 - October, 1964 
. ···~ j 
? 
Factor Forecast Actual Effect on Total Employees 
Efficiency 
·106.0% 102.2% 
. Daywork 2.0% 1.4% 
Sat. O.T. 8.0% 20.0% 
Shrinkage (see runoffs) 
Supplementary (see runoffs) 
Quantity r (see runoffs) 
LO-MS 13.25% 11.14% 
SI-800 29.1 28·.44 
Total Forecast - 87.94 































Group· 71 - November, 1964 
























Total Forecast - 88.13 
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-Group 6 - October, 1964 
Factor Forecast Actual Effect on Total §S>l~zees 
Et'f'iciency 100.0% 107.0% 
Daywork 3.3% 2.4% 
Shrinkage 29.0% 21.1% 
Supplementary 3.0% 1.82% 
Quantity (see runoffs) 
Total Forecast - 184.04 
































,. Orp. l(o. 
' 5 































100.0107.0 -;'.0 +6.8 
. --• 
100.q106.1 6.1 +5 .8 
1o6.0102.2 3.8 -3. 7 
1o6.0ip4.9 l.l -1.1 
100.0107 .o 7 .o ... 6. 5 
l..l.. T 14. 7 









' " ,~. 
Nove:ber, 1964 
.13.2513.29 .o4 -.03 
October, 1964 
-





1 I ~ I 




t,--- --- -- . .... ··- .. 
l 
»:1 




2.0 1.0 1.0 +1.1 
2.0 1.1 .9 •• 90 
2.0 1.4 .6 +.64 
2.0 1.4 .6 +.64 
3.3 2.4 .9 +.96 




_6.38 1.31 .93 --39 
6.38 7.31 
.93 •,37 
29.1 28.44 .66 +.09 
29.1 28.44 .66 • 09 






i (8) . t 
• • • I 
t . i_ - t 
,------~ -~---· -----· -
' 




Fore- ;, % Total 
__ Cast-· Act. Dif f .Jmpl •. __ _ 
o.o 6.1 6.1 5.6 
o.o 1.0. 1.0 +.98 
8. 0 20. O L2. 0 +9. 6 
8 • O 20. 0 l2 • 0 +9. 6 


















. . t 
I I 





Fore-. 'I, 1, Total 
pi 61._ • .Ac.t. ,J:)1.f f I r)npl I 
' ' 
14.o l2-3 1.7 +1.4 
14.o .12.0 2.0 •l.7 
(See Runoffs) -7.0 
; (See Runoffs) -2.6 



























Fore- 'I, D~ff,~!7 cast Act. 
' 1 I I 
' I l 
. 
.50 .45 .. 05 : +.03 
.50 1.75 1.20-1.o4 
(See Runo~s) _+3.0 
. _(See Runoff's) t~-6.7 
3.0 1.32 1.18•.84 










··;,. . \.i 
-~ 
-- 1, ~ E6bect 
Fore- 1, 1, Total 
Cast Act. Diff~~l. 
' . i 
(See ;Runoffs) -6.3 A 
(See Runo:f!'s) +7.4 
(See_Runo:ffs) -u.1 
. ( See . Runof~s) .9.8 
(See Runoffs) -15.6 
~ 




- ,.._.,_ • - • :;,, ·-~-- ·~• -r --•• 
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Standard Deviation F value 
Population Fore casted Actual Calculated TabJ.e Remark-a 
; 
·Base Emp. 4.78 4.58 J..08 2.90 Not signi.ficant 
Total Emp. 5.10 4.22 1.47 2.90 Not s ignif·i cant 
' Base/1000 1.92 1.82. 1.12 2.90 Not significant 
Base Elnn • 
• 
1.49 .968 2.36 2.50 Not signii}icant 
Total Emp. 1.73 1.45. 1.42 2 • .50 liot siP'lilf·icant· u 
Base/1000 .134 .125 1.15 2.50 J:Jot s igr1i1·:L .. cant 
'° co 
2.05 3.51 2.50 ,------~ Base Emp. 1.09 Significant 
Total Elnp. 2.36 1.51 2.45 2.50 l~ot significant 
Base/1000 .137 .139 1.04 2 • .50 Not; significant 
Base Elnp. 4.16 4.30 1.08 1.90 Not ,. ~r· t s1g111 · i CEtn 
Total Emp.' 4.72 4.34 1.19 1.90 1'Tot significant 
Base;·1ouo .390 .606 2.41 1.90 Significant 
Base tlnp. 3.92 4.92 1.57 1.80 I'1ot significant 
Total J.!!rnp • 4.14 s.02 1.46 1.80 Not siesnificant 
Base/1000 .490 .324 2.34 2.18 S ie;11if ic s.r1t ·:· .~. - - - ,I . .di 
...__ 
Base }~rno • 11.3 11.8 1.09 1.98 Not sig11ificant .. 
Total Ernp. 13.0 13.5 1.07 J..98 l'lot signif'icant 







·.~~; ~ . ... ~ 
... ~ ... 
• 
- \ 




• t APPENDIX J 
-- -:: 
Approx. 
Mean Value t value Prob. 





25 October Base Emp. 3.38 3.17 .940 2.20 Not significant 11 40% 
25 October Total 3.57 2.95 1.99 2.20 8% . Emp. l'Jot significant 11 25 October Ba.se/1000 1.73 1..67 1.31 2.20 Not signiricant 11 20% 
5 Octo1Je1~ Base 1~·r1p 1.85 1.80 .571 2.16 l~ O"'G significant 13 60% .;._J, I • 
s October) 1I'ot al Emp. 2.15 2.00 .546 2.16 -r - I signiricant 13 ~ 60% .1>~ 0~ 
~ 5 October Base/1000 .513 .466 19.6 2.16 S igr1if i cax1t 13 .1% 
'° 5 Nov. Base En1p. 1.96 l.68 .838 2.16 1\Jot significant 13 40% '° ~ 5 Nov. Tot al En1p .~ 2.27 1.96 .814 2.16 -significa11t 13 451t f ' l~ot 
5 Nov. Base1/1000 .507 .480 1.32 2.16 Not siar1ifics.nt 13 20% • 0 
' 
' 
71 October Base E;mp. 2.66 <., 2.95 1.34 2.05 l~ot significant 27 20% 
71 October To·tB.l :snip. 3.01 2.9.5 .203 2.05 !'1ot si cr11ii'i cant 27 85% .. 0 




71 J:Jov. Base Fmp. 2.57 3.00 1..01 2.05 l~o·t signi.f icar1·t 27 30% -· 
71 . Nov. Total Ernp • 2.90 3.05 .324 2.05 l~ot significar1t 28 75% 
71 Nov. Base/1000 .430 .410 .420 2.09 1,Jot significant~ 19 70% :~ ';l .. 
6 October Base Emp. 6.30 6.23 .045 2.06 I~ot significant 24 90% 





























DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL MANUFACTURING GROUPS 
; 
,, / I 
} Mean Upper Limit Lower Limit 
> 1.. % Gr.oup Period Population Difference Ernp. Emp. 
25 October Base Emp. -.21 .280 8.0% - .70 -21.0% 
25 October Total Emp. -.62 .064 1 •. 8% -1.31 - 37 .07b 
25 October Base/1000 -.065 .039 2.3% - .169 - 9.8% 
5 Octoberi Base Ernp. -.06 .167 9.0% - .287 -15.5% 
5 October Total Emp. -.14 .136 6.3;~ - 0416 -19.3% 
5 October Base/1000 -.049 -.0436-805?~ - • c0.544 -10o6?b 
, .. 
5 Nov. Base En1p. -.280 .440 22o55~ -loOO -SloO~b 
5 Nov. Total Emp. -.310 .510 2bo0~'.:; --lol3 57 7ri:l - • /o 
5 Nov. Base/1000 -.220 .014 208% ~ .058 -11.41i 
,I ~ 71 Oc.tober Base Elnp. .300 .760 29 o 010 - .16 6 .05~ -
71 October Total Emp. -.050 .460 15.010 - • .56 -18 ~01b 
71 October Base/1000 .140 .410129.9% - .13 -45.016 
71 I~ov. Base Emp. .470 1.43 56.0% - .49 -19.0% 
71 Nov. Total Emp. .150 1.10 38 .o)'; - .80 -28.0% 
71 liov. Base/1000 -.020 .080 19 oc1 .13 -29 .O~b • /0 -
6 October BB.se Emp •. -.040 1. 78 280 of; ~1.86 -30.0% 
6 October rr•otal En1p. -.050 2.05 28.05b -2.15 -30.01~ 
6 October Base/1000 -.230 - .18 :i. - 9 • 3 ~s - .279 -14.0% 
Note: Minus sign means Forecast was greater than .Actual in 
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' . Combined Data For All Manufacturing·· Groups 
Mean Value t-test Probability 
l I .J~ 
Population Fore. Actual Cale. Table Level at Sign.Ditf. 
/ '. 
~l > . t. 
Base Employees 3.12 3.14 .125 1.98 10% 
Total Empl. 3~52 ·3.35 .697 1.98 50% 
Base/lOOOuni ts 
' 80% .905 .865 1.32 1.99 
_,,..,,, 
.Confidence Interval f95%) 












-.02 .334 11% ~.296 ~10~ 
. 
-.17 • 313 9% -.653 ~19~ 
-.04 .021 2% -.101 -11% 
) . 
,.-. ' ,. 























APPENDIX M • 
DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL AND COMBINED MANUFACTURI·NG GROUPS 
' 
" Mean. 
Group Period Population Difference E(emp.) EC%) 
. 
,~ 25 Oct. Base Emp • .210 .613 18% 25 Oct. Total Emp. .621 1.25 35% 25 Oct. Base/1000 .0646 .19 11% 
5 Oct. Base Emp. • 060 .246 . 13% 
,5 Oct. Total Emp. .140 .250 12% 
5 Oct. Base/1000 
- - -
5 Nov. Base Emp. .280 .870 44% 5 Nov. Total Emp. .310 .990 44: 5 Nov. Base/1000 .022 .052 10 
. 
26% 71 Oct. Base Emp. .300 .680 
71 Oct. Total Emp. .050 .470 16% 71 Oct. Base/1000 .136 .360 92% 
" 71 Nov. Base Emo. .470 1.27 49% • 71 Nov. Total Emp. .150 _.94 32% 71 Nov. Base/1000 .021 .107 25% 
6 Oct. Base Emp. .040 1.58 25% 
6 Oct. Total. Emp. .050 1.81 25% 
6 Oct. Base/1000 
- - -
ALL GROUPS Base Emp. .020 .286 9% ALL GROUPS Total Emp. .170 .575 16% 
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